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1.0 UCP Definitions
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1.1 User Roles
The following user roles have been identified
for the UCP. Each role will be assigned specific
permissions and capabilities within the system, the
details of which will be captured in the annotated
wireframes for this project.

Director

Within the portal, the Director role correlates to the
“owner,” of the SunGard account, mostly likely the
IT director within a client organization, or the creditcard holder, in the case of non-contracted public
cloud customers.
The Director manages the overall budget,
authorizes new Workplaces and allocates monthly
Workplace budgets. It is the most entitled role
within the system, with all permissions and
capabilities of other users, plus the ability to see
account-wide activity and status, including overall
spend versus contracted (“committed”) spend,
SunGard’s SLA performance, and details on the
performance of all Workplaces and users against
allocated budgets, and the status of all account
resources.
The Director is also permitted to invite other users
into the system and assign each user to one of
three roles: Administrator (referred to as SYS
ADMIN within this document), Billing Administrator,
and User (formerly referred to as Developer). The
Director may also delegate full user administration
privileges to one other (not restricted to one)
user in the system, who will act in the Director’s
interest as the “Super Admin. The Super Admin
may block the ability of Administrators to create
new resources, should exceed their budget. Only
Directors and Super Admins may add / edit / delete
other Admins (SYS ADMINs) from the system.

Only a Director can create / edit / delete a Super
Admin’s user account.

Super Administrator / Administrator

The Administrator (referred to as the SYS ADMIN
within this document) is responsible for day-to-day
operations, and follows the priorities set by the
Director. The Administrator role within the system
will most often correlate to a system administrator
within a client organization.
The Administrator creates / edits / deletes
Workplaces, is able to assigns Workplace monthly
budget and assigns Users to Workplaces. The
Administrator, again on behalf of the Director,
controls the Template Library (specifically, the
ability to promote user Personal Templates up
to Shared “Golden” Templates). By default, the
Administrator also inherits all of the permissions
and capabilities of the Developer, including the
ability to spin up and shut down VMs.
The Administrator can view the status of all
resources assigned to their Workplace(s), including
VMs and Workplace Users (with the ability to
create and edit Users). The Administrator can
view and update the Workplace Monthly Budget,
but only for those Workplaces for which they are
responsible (assigned).

User

The User is entitled at the Workplace level,
who’s Workplace assignment is dictated by the
Administrator. Users may spin up, resize, use,
reboot and shut down virtual machines, create
snapshots, volumes, and utilize the Template
Library.

A User does not have the ability to create / edit
/ delete other user accounts. Users are able to
the status and performance for their own virtual
machines as well as those within their assigned
Workplaces.

Billing Administrator

The Billing Administrator (referred to as “BILLING
ADMIN” throughout this document) is the most
restricted user within the system. Designated by
the Director, a Billing Administrator may review
bills and other financial data to validate charges
and analyze usage. Bill payment will not be
made through the portal.

Service Delivery Exec/Admin (“SDE”)

The Service Delivery “SDE” role is held by a
SunGard employee, assigned the internal role of
“Customer Care”. This system role comprises
both SunGard Operations representatives and
Service Delivery Executives/Administrators.
A Service Delivery user can see across all
managed client accounts under their purview.
A Service Delivery user may adopt the identity
for any role within an assigned customer account
in order to provide services and support. By
default, they have Super Admin status over all
of the accounts they manage in order to setup
users and make environment changes at the
customer’s request. All activity that the SDE
performs within a customer’s account is fully
documented within the Even Log.
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1.2 UCP Terminology
The following terminology has been identified
and approved for the SunGard UCP. Each
term is assigned a specific meaning and usage
within the portal. This terminology will be the
standard for how the portal is designed and
implemented.

Workplace

A container that houses a defined set of
VDCs and their associated resources and
configurations – networks, firewalls, load
balancing, VPN, virtual machines (with
assigned template/ISO), vCPUs, RAM,
storage (primary and secondary), associated
IP addresses – that work together to achieve
a specific business purpose. Workplaces can
range from a simple developer sandbox to
a complex production environment that may
span and across multiple SunGard platforms
(i.e., Public Cloud and Private Cloud).
Budgets are allocated, assigned and managed
at the Workplace level. Workplaces have a
designated Owner (SYS ADMIN user role).

VDC

A container that houses resources and
configurations – networks, firewalls, load
balancing, VPN, virtual machines (with
assigned template/ISO), vCPUs, RAM,
storage (primary and secondary), associated
IP addresses, network segmentation teirs
– that work together to achieve a specific
business purpose.

include: assigned template/ISO, vCPUs, RAM,
storage (primary and secondary), associated
IP addresses, volume(s) – that work together
to achieve a specific business purpose.
A VM is assigned a user-defined name (and
ID by the system at creation) and can be
reconfigured, based on user need. Platform
availability is reported to the user at the VMlevel.

Template

Templates are applied to VMs (a VM’s
image or ISO image). There are three types
of templates within the portal: SunGard
Templates (predefined templates available for
account-wide usage); Shared Templates (a.k.a.
“Golden” Templates), SYS ADMIN-approved
for shared use within the portal; Personal
Templates (user-created images for personal
use only). The SYS ADMIN must approve a
Personal Template for shared use.
Templates are stored and managed within the
Template Library, where users (depending
upon role) may have the ability to upload,
export (make a local copy), or delete (also
dependent upon Template type).

VM

A virtual machine belongs to a VDC. The virtual
machine is the actual resource which incurs
usage (and spend). A VM’s associated assets
p. 5

2.0 Onboarding, Marketing Experience
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2.1 Onboarding (Portal Login Home)
Overview

The main portal page accomplishes
two goals: (1) provide login access for
existing portal users and (2) provide the
ability to sign up for a new account.

Option 1: Existing Portal User

Existing portal users will enter their
Username (email account or username)
and Password.  The standard ‘Forgot
username or password?’ feature and
functionality is provided. Clicking
the “Login” button initiates user
authentication.

Option 2: New Account Signup

New account signup is presented in a
wizard format, moving the use through a
three-step process in gathering required
information. To begin the registration
signup process, the user clicks on the
“Register now” button.
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2.1 Onboarding (Register: Step 1)
Step 1: Profile Information

Required fields include: Email Address,
Username (user-defined, this will be the
user’s username within the new account),
Password and Password Confirmation
(for verification purposes). Clicking the
“Continue” button initiates field validation.  
Upon successful field validations, the
system advances the user to Step 2.
The numbered steps are visual
indicators: black (current page), white
(not yet viewed), blue (linkable).
For convenience, login for an existing
user is provided via a link in the copy
located underneath the registration box.
Clicking on the link will return the user to
the portal ‘home’.
TBD: Additional fields to include; max
length of each text field; password field
requirements (format, max character
count).
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2.1 Onboarding (Register: Step 2)
Step 2: Account Information

Required fields include: First Name, Last
Name, Company, Region (TBD: picklist
of SunGard Regions served), Address
(street), City, State/Province, Zip Code,
Phone Number (format dependent
on Region selection). Clicking the
“Continue” button initiates field validation.  
Upon successful field validations, the
system advances the user to Step 3.
The numbered steps are visual
indicators: black (current page), white
(not yet viewed), blue (linkable).
NOTE: The Norton Security logo is a
placeholder and included for illustrative
purposes only.
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2.1 Onboarding (Register: Step 3)
Step 3: Billing Information

Required fields include: Billing Address
(if different from mailing address, City,
State/Province, Zip Code), Credit Card
details (Name, Card Number, Expiration
Date, Security Code), scrollable content
displaying SunGard portal Terms &
Conditions (TBD: Final content to be
provided by SunGard).
Clicking on the checkbox (Billing
information is the same as Account) will
auto-populate the address fields with the
information entered by the user in Step 2.
The user is required to tic the checkbox
confirming that they have read the Terms
& Conditions.
The numbered steps are visual
indicators: black (current page), white
(not yet viewed), blue (linkable).

TBD: New Account Payment
Processing
Questions for SunGard:
Which credit cards are accepted (mockup
includes placeholder images)?
Will other methods of payment be
offered?
How long will credit card processing
take?
What additional pieces (technical
functionality, payment processing
security, etc.) must be accounted
for/addressed in the technical
implementation?

Clicking the “Register” button initiates
field validation.  Upon successful field
validations, the system submits all
information for payment processing and
new account creation.
NOTE: The Norton Security logo is a
placeholder and included for illustrative
purposes only.
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2.1 Onboarding (Signup Confirmation)
Registration Confirmation

Upon successful completion of the
registration submission process, the user
will see a “thank you” message.

TBD: New Account Credentials
Questions for SunGard:
At what point will new account login
credentials be emailed to the new
account’s owner (post-payment
processing)?
Will the new user be provided with a
system-generated password or will the
user be able to set their new password
during the new account signup process?
Upon first-time login to his new account,
will the user be forced to set a new
password?
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2.1 Onboarding (Welcome Message)
Welcome Message

Onboarding presents a “first look” at
the SunGard Enterprise Cloud Portal
experience. The goal of the onboarding
process is to demonstrate to the
customer the “usability” of the portal (i.e.
it’s an easy tool to use).
Upon successful user authentication
(portal login), the user will be taken to his
role-specific dashboard page. For firsttime login, a popup with a “Welcome”
message will display. The user clicks the
“Close” button to exit the popup.

NOTES:
DIRECTOR’s left navigation is displayed
in this view. Navigation is role-specific.
BILLING ADMIN will see the Welcome
Message, but will not see any dashboard
messaging, as their view is primarily
display-only (vs. action-oriented).
TBD, Service Delivery Exec/Admin
“SDE”: Should the SDE have an
onboarding view?
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2.1 Onboarding (Director Dashboard)
Overview

Default messaging displays in sections
for which no data yet exists. Messaging
serves to quickly orient the new user to
the dashboard modules.

Onboarding View: Director

Messaging within each module is
straight-forward, informing the user of
the type of data found within specific
sections.
Monthly spend, product platform
availability, user portal adoption,
account resource usage (summary), and
Workplace monthly budget performance
are the sections within the portal that this
user role will see at his Dashboard level.

Button: Go to Users

Messaging directs the user to the task of
creating new users.

Button: Go to Workplaces

Messaging directs the user to the task of
creating new Workplace(s).
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2.1 Onboarding (Super/Sys Admin Dashboard)
Overview

Default messaging displays in sections
for which no data yet exists. Messaging
serves to quickly orient the new user to
the dashboard modules.

Onboarding View: Super / Sys Admin
Messaging within each module is
straight-forward, informing the user of
the type of data found within specific
sections.

Product platform availability, resource
usage summary (within this user’s
assigned Workplace(s)), assigned
Workplace(s), and user activity within this
user’s assigned Workplace(s) (Events)
are the sections within the portal that this
user role will see at the Dashboard level.

Button: Go to Workplaces

Messaging directs the user to the task of
creating new Workplace(s).

Button: Go to Logs

Messaging directs the user to the Event
log.
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2.1 Onboarding (User Dashboard)
Overview

Default messaging displays in sections
for which no data yet exists. Messaging
serves to quickly orient the new user to
the dashboard modules.

Onboarding View: User Dashboard
Messaging within each module is
straight-forward, informing the user of
the type of data found within specific
sections.

Product platform availability, assigned
Workplace(s)), and user activity within
this user’s assigned Workplace(s)
(Events) are the sections within the
portal that this user role will see at the
Dashboard level.

Button: Go to WOrkplaces

Messaging directs the user to the task of
viewing specific, assigned Workplace(s).

Button: Go to Logs

Messaging directs the user to the Event
log.
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2.1 Onboarding (Page Info)
If SunGard elects to implement an “info
overlay” for each page, allowing users to
view helpful messaging (at any time) that
overviews each section within a page,
a question mark icon could appear on
every page (located at top, right).
Clicking on the icon will open a page
overlay with appropriate messaging
overviewing each section within the
current page.
This mockup illustrates an example of
how a USER’s Resource page might
appear.
TBD: Messaging for all Onboarding
overlays has not be finalized or
approved.
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2.2 Marketing (All Roles)
Overview

The goal of marketing messaging within
the portal is to promote and / or crosssell products and services that are highly
relevant and tailored to the customer.
Secondary to providing a tailored
messaging experience, is to educate the
customer by promoting other SunGard
products and services which may be
more general in nature or new products
that the customer may not yet be aware
of.
Marketing is a necessary piece to the
portal experience, serving to build
awareness and adoption of SunGard
products and services. Presenting the
customer “helpful notes” as they interact
with the portal - at a time when they may
be most open to taking immediate action
- is the ideal scenario.

Position 1

Underneath Key Information Charts and
Tables

Recommendation

Display highly relevant marketing
messaging underneath appropriate
modules within a page. Ideally,
messaging copy will be up to 54
characters or less (including space
characters), and will not contain visuals.
A simple, targeted, one-line message
will present products / services relevant
to the user at the time that they might
consider it most - when viewing topicrelated data within their account.

For example, a marketing message
promoting a higher level of commit (and
increased discounts) displayed beneath a
module on the Director’s Dashboard of a
chart overviewing the account’s monthly
spend vs. projected spend, would be
both relevant and potentially of interest to
this customer (applies to both committed
and non-committed customers). The
provided button encourages prompt /
immediate action (e.g. link to a landing
/ info page external to the portal will
open new window outlining benefits of a
contracted commit).

Position 2: Bottom of Page

For more general marketing messaging
(other SunGard products or services),
further down the page is more
appropriate. Ideally, this advertising
will be very limited in usage, only
being shown on secondary pages.
Messaging will be up to 54 characters
in length (including spaces) and will not
contain visuals. The provided button will
encourage the user to learn more about
the promoted product / service (links to a
landing / info page external to the portal,
opens a new browser window).
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3.0 Navigation
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3.1 Navigation
Overview

Portal navigation should be both intuitive
and logical. In general, secondary
navigation links are no longer necessary
(or relevant) within the left navigation,
because the decision was made to force
users to perform provisioning tasks from
within their assigned Workplace page.
For example, there is no quick link
to “Create VM” from the main (left)
navigation menu; user instead clicks
on his Workplace from within his
Dashboard’s “Workplaces” list – or
the user clicks the “Workplaces” (left
navigation page link) and accesses his
assigned Workplace from that page (via
a link).
The exception to this functionality is
the Tags page. The ability to add / edit /
delete tags are role-specific (DIRECTOR
only), so this page has been placed
underneath the Account page – also only
accessible by the DIRECTOR user(s).
For all other user roles, this section is
hidden from the left navigation, as the left
navigation is role-specific.
Navigation is found within two areas of
the portal: (1) header (top, right) and (2)
left-side main navigation.

Header Navigation Links (Available to
all user roles)
Support/FAQ (link)

Available to all users; link takes user to
main Support/FAQ page. The decision

was made to house the Support/FAQ
feature within the portal, available to
authenticated (logged in) users only.

Notifications* (dropdown)

*The Notification feature may not be
necessary within the portal, but adds
a “nice to have” feature to the user
experience.  Notifications are created
and sent out to the portal by SunGard
Operations. Notifications are accountspecific and user role-specific.
Available to all users, a Notification is
defined as:  (1) a system-level notification
of scheduled maintenance (e.g. “Planned
maintenance scheduled for 06/30/2013
from 23:02-23:04 PDT”) or (2) a systemlevel alert, as defined within the user’s
profile settings (see Create User, alert
field definitions; e.g. “Outage occurred on
06/30/2013 at 23:07 PDT” or “06/22/2013
Minimum contracted commit level
has been exceeded” or “06/22/2013
Workplace monthly budget has been
changed”.
When the user clicks the Notifications
(text and/or numerical indicator), a
dropdown is presented. The dropdown
lists all of the Notifications within the
last 72 hours, listed in text format only
(no links).  Three notifications will
display, with the ability to scroll (if more
are available). There is no need for a
separate Notification page, as these are
top-level alerts, and will not occur often.
The number (red) indicates current
p. 19

3.1 Navigation Cont.
Notifications contained within the
dropdown. After the user exists the
dropdown (i.e. clicks elsewhere) the
notifications count indicator will reset to
zero (and hide), until new notifications
are available, at which it will appear
again.

Privacy Policy (link to page)

TBD, Confirm ability to filter

Log Out

Notifications must be filtered by account,
user role, and Workplace assignment.
If the ability to filter does not exist, then
it is recommended that this feature be
omitted from the portal.

TBD, Confirm time period

Presenting notifications over the past 72
hours seems adequate, although this
could be reduced to 24 hours.

Username (dropdown)

Available to all users, this dropdown
contains several links:

Profile Settings (link to page)

This user’s profile page. View is rolespecific; USER role will not see Role
(dropdown), Status (dropdown),
Notifications Alerts (USER will only see
two alert types: System outage (selected
by default), and Workplace monthly
budget has been changed (optional)).
SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) will see
all fields).

Documentation (link to page)

Link to page when all documentation
(links and/or PDFs) are displayed.

TBD: This page is reserved for Privacy
Policy copy, if required.

Terms & Conditions (link to page)

TBD: This page is reserved for Terms &
Conditions copy, if required.
Initiates portal user logout.
Note: The UX Design team feels that
the Support tab (at right of page) was
unneeded (redundant) and cluttered the
page. The Support/FAQ link is now found
[only] in the header link section (top,
right).

Left Navigation Links (Role-specific)
NOTE: See Dashboards section for rolespecific left navigation display. This view
presents the DIRECTOR’s navigation
view.

Dashboard

Available to all user roles.

Account Mangement
DIRECTOR only

Tag Management

DIRECTOR only; displayed as a
secondary (subpage) under Account.

Workplaces

Available to all user roles.
p. 20

3.1 Navigation Cont.
Users

DIRECTOR, SUPER/SYS ADMIN only.

Templates/ISOs

Available to all user roles.

Volumes/Snapshots

Available to all user roles.

Resources

DIRECTOR, SUPER/SYS ADMIN only.

Billing

DIRECTOR, SUPER/SYS ADMIN only.

Status

Available to all user roles.

Log

Available to all user roles.

TBD: SDE (Service Delivery Exec/
Admin):

SDE will have DIRECTOR role
assignment (as he may need to view
Tag management and possibly Billing),
with the additional ability to view several
SunGard customer accounts (listing)
and ability to access specific customer
accounts. (All SDE activity within a
customer account is logged accordingly).
To be defined:  Ability for SDE to login
and assume account-specific identity, but
still keep an SDE-username for tracking
and logging purposes.
p. 21

3.1 Profile Settings (Director, Super Admin, Admin)
Profile Settings (link to page)

View of user’s profile page; SYS ADMIN
(and higher roles) will see all fields, with
the ability to edit all fields.
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3.1 Profile Settings (User)
View of user’s profile page; USER will
see role-specific fields, with the ability
to reset their user password, change
language and update their phone
number.  No other fields are editable.
Fields not visible to these user roles
include: Role, Status, Notification Alerts
section fields (USER sees only two
alerts: System outage and Workplace
budget change notification).
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3.1 Profile Settings (Billing Admin)
View of user’s profile page; BILLING
ADMIN will see role-specific fields, with
the ability to reset their user password,
change language and update their phone
number.  No other fields are editable.
Fields not visible to these user roles
include: Role, Status, Notification Alerts
section fields.
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3.1 Documentation
Documentation (link to page)

Link to page when all documentation
(links and/or PDFs) are displayed.
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3.1 Privacy Policy
Privacy Policy (link to page)

TBD: This page is reserved for portal
Privacy Policy copy, if required.
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3.1 Terms & Conditions
Terms & Conditions (link to page)

TBD: This page is reserved for Terms
and Conditions copy, if required.
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4.0 Dashboards
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4.1 Dashboard (Director)
Overview

From the dashboard, the DIRECTOR
is able to quickly view monthly spend
(current monthly spend (to date),
projected monthly spend, commit level
(for committed customers)), platform
availability (current status of the product
platform), User Adoption highlights,
Resource Summary (account usage
highlights), All Workplaces’ budgets
(monthly budget vs. spend and projected
spend, individually and as an aggregate),
in addition to customer-targeted
marketing messaging.
Within each module, a Details
button serves as a “quick link” to the
corresponding main sections.

Account Spend

An “at a glance” view of current month’s
spend to date and [total] projected
monthly spend (dollars vs. days within
current month). Projected Monthly
Spend is calculated by summing the
Total Monthly Spend (to date), plus the
Projected Spend (average daily spend
for the month multiplied by the number of
days remaining in month).
For Committed Customers: Contracted
Commit Level (in dollars) will display to
committed customers; also, within the
chart, the vertical line “Commit Level”
represents when during the month
the account will reach (or surpass)
contracted commit level. This line will be
hidden for non-committed customers.
For non-committed customers, these two
items will not be visible.

Button: Go to Account Management

Takes the Director to the Account
Management page. From that page, the
Director is able to view account contract
details (term, next-tier commit levels
and discounts), account spend details
(current and historical spend), with a
“quick link” to billing.

Platform Status

Visual representation of current (realtime) customer-specific platform
availability for the Public Cloud product
offering within all Zones (Regions) for
which this customer has resources
within. Green = Online; Yellow =
Localized Failure (within any region(s)
that this customer has resources), Red
= Offline (within any region(s) that this
customer has resources). Below the
indicator, text presents a tally of the total
number of platform events (possible
SLA violations) and total VMs affected
throughout the month.

Button: Go to Status

Takes the Director to the Platform Status
page (“Status” page in left navigation).
From that page, the Director is able to
view real-time VM issues (VM Status
Log) and Incident History (with the ability
to submit a claim for SLA violation).

User Adoption

Top-line numbers for user portal adoption
is presented to the DIRECTOR within this
module (total users, active vs. inactive,
and pending user invitations).
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4.1 Dashboard (Director) Cont.
Button: Go to Users

Takes the Director to the Users page,
where he can view / create / edit / delete
any account portal user role instantly.

Resource Summary

Top-line resource usage summary for the
account (current month to date).

Button: Go to Resources

Takes the Director to the Resources
page, where usage and spend (current
and historical) is reported at the Account
level, Workplace level, and VM level in
detail, with the ability to export data into a
PDF and Excel file formats.

Workplaces

All account Workplaces are presented by
Workplace Name, Owner and allocated
budget (current month), monthly spend
(to date), and projected [total] monthly
spend.  The DIRECTOR can also quickly
tell if a Workplace has reached (or
exceeded) its allocated monthly budget
(Status column).
The Status represents the percentage
difference between the projected monthly
spend and allocated monthly budget.
Status is calculated as: [(Monthly Budget
– Projected Monthly Spend) / Monthly
Budget] x 100 = % (over or under)
Example: Status = [($20,000 - $18,000)
/ $20,000] x 100 = ($2,000 / $20,000) x
100 = 10% under budget. Under budget
is represented in green (i.e. available

budget leftover) and red means over
budget.
Clicking on a Workplace (name link)
takes the DIRECTOR to the specific
Workplace page, where he can edit (or
set) a budget easily, if desired.

Button: Go to Workplaces

Takes the Director to the Workplaces
page, where the DIRECTOR can view
a more detailed view of all Workplaces,
in addition with the ability to view
Workplace Lifespan (for all account
Workplaces or a single Workplace), or
create a new Workplace.

Left Navigation for DIRECTOR
includes all pages:

Dashboard, Account Management, Tag
Management (secondary page, under
Account), Workplaces, Users, Templates/
ISOs, Volumes/Snapshots, Resources,
Billing, Status, Logs.

Marketing Messaging

Marketing placeholder for customertargeted upsell / cross-sell promotional
content.
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4.2 Dashboard (Super Admin/Admin)
Overview

From the dashboard, the SUPER ADMIN
and SYS ADMIN (‘Admin’) roles are
able to quickly view current platform
status, top-line resource usage, most
recent user events, Workplaces budgets
(monthly budget vs. spend and projected
spend), in addition to customer-targeted
marketing messaging.
Within each module, a Details
button serves as a “quick link” to the
corresponding main sections.

Platform Status

Visual representation of current (realtime) customer-specific platform
availability for the Public Cloud product
offering within all Zones (Regions) for
which this customer has resources
within. Green = Online; Yellow =
Localized Failure (within any region(s)
that this customer has resources), Red
= Offline (within any region(s) that this
customer has resources). Below the
indicator, text presents a tally of the total
number of platform events (possible
SLA violations) and total VMs affected
throughout the month. Data is filtered
to reflect only those issues related to
the SUPER / SYS ADMIN’s assigned
Workplaces.

Button: Go to Status

Takes the SUPER / SYS ADMINs to the
Platform Status page (“Status” in left
navigation menu). From that page, he
is able to view real-time VM issues (VM

Status Log) and Incident History (no
ability to submit a claim for SLA violation)
for only those VMs belonging to SUPER /
SYS ADMIN’s assigned Workplaces.

Resource Summary

Top-line resource usage summary for
the SUPER / SYS ADMIN’s assigned
Workplaces (current month to date).

Button: Go to Resources

Takes the SUPER / SYS ADMIN to the
Resources page, where usage and
spend (current and historical) is reported
at the Workplace level, and VM level in
detail, with the ability to export data into
a PDF and Excel file formats.  Only those
Workplaces assigned to the SUPER /
SYS ADMIN are visible.

Events

The most recent (24 hours) user events
within the portal, by Event, Status and
Timestamp. Only Events happening
within the SUPER / SYS ADMIN’s
assigned Workplaces are displayed. This
module’s content is scrollable.

Button: Go to Logs

The Details button takes the SUPER /
SYS ADMIN to the Events page, where
he can see the Event log, with ability
to sort by start and end dates and
download / export as PDF and Excel file
formats. Only Events happening within
the SUPER / SYS ADMIN’s assigned
Workplaces are displayed.
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Workplaces

All of the ADMIN’s assigned Workplaces
are presented by Workplace Name,
Owner and allocated budget (current
month), monthly spend (to date),
and projected [total] monthly spend.
The ADMIN can also quickly tell if a
Workplace has reached (or exceeded)
its allocated monthly budget (Status
column).
The Status represents the percentage
difference between the projected monthly
spend and allocated monthly budget.
Status is calculated as: [(Monthly Budget
– Projected Monthly Spend) / Monthly
Budget] x 100 = % (over or under)
Example: Status = [($20,000 - $18,000)
/ $20,000] x 100 = ($2,000 / $20,000) x
100 = 10% under budget. Under budget
is represented in green (i.e. available
budget leftover) and red means over
budget.

Workplace); the Admin user roles may
also create a new Workplace from the
page.

Left Navigation for SUPER / SYS
ADMIN includes these pages:

Dashboard, Workplaces, Users,
Templates/ISOs, Volumes/Snapshots,
Resources, Status, Logs. Account
Management, Tag Management and
Billing pages are not visible (nor
accessible) to these user roles.

Marketing Messaging

Marketing placeholder for customertargeted upsell / cross-sell promotional
content.

Clicking on a Workplace (name link)
takes the ADMIN to the specific
Workplace page, where he can edit (or
set) a budget for an existing Workplace.
From that page, the ADMIN can also
manage and provision resources quickly
/ easily.

Button: Go to Workplaces

Takes the SUPER / SYS ADMIN to the
Workplaces page, where he can view a
more detailed view of all of his assigned
Workplaces, in addition with the ability
to view Workplace Lifespan (for all of
his assigned Workplaces or a single
p. 32

4.3 Dashboard (User)
Overview

From the dashboard, the USER role
is able to quickly view current platform
status, most recent user events within the
past 24 hours, and Workplaces budgets
(monthly budget vs. spend and projected
spend), in addition to customer-targeted
marketing messaging.
Within each module, a Details
button serves as a “quick link” to the
corresponding main sections.

Platform Status

Visual representation of current (realtime) customer-specific platform
availability for the Public Cloud product
offering within all Zones (Regions) for
which this customer has resources
within. Green = Online; Yellow =
Localized Failure (within any region(s)
that this customer has resources), Red
= Offline (within any region(s) that this
customer has resources). Below the
indicator, text presents a tally of the total
number of platform events (possible
SLA violations) and total VMs affected
throughout the month. Data is filtered to
reflect only those issues related to the
USER’s assigned Workplaces.

Button: Go to Status

Takes the USER to the Platform Status
page (“Status” from the left navigation
menu). From that page, he is able to
view real-time VM issues (VM Status
Log) and Incident History (no ability to
submit a claim for SLA violation) for only

those VMs belonging to his assigned
Workplaces.

Events

The most recent (24 hours) user events
within the portal, by Event, Status and
Timestamp. Only Events happening
within the USER’s assigned Workplaces
are displayed.  This module’s content is
scrollable.

Button: Go to Logs

Takes the USER to the Events page,
where he can see the Event log, with
ability to sort by month and download
/ export as PDF and Excel file formats.
Only Events happening within the
USER’s assigned Workplaces are
displayed.

Workplaces

All of the USERs assigned Workplaces
are presented by Workplace Name,
Owner and allocated budget (current
month), monthly spend (to date), and
projected [total] monthly spend. The
USER can also quickly tell if a Workplace
has reached (or exceeded) its allocated
monthly budget (Status column).
The Status represents the percentage
difference between the projected monthly
spend and allocated monthly budget.
Status is calculated as: [(Monthly Budget
– Projected Monthly Spend) / Monthly
Budget] x 100 = % (over or under)
Example: Status = [($20,000 - $18,000)
/ $20,000] x 100 = ($2,000 / $20,000) x
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100 = 10% under budget. Under budget
is represented in green (i.e. available
budget leftover) and red means over
budget.
Clicking on a Workplace (name
link) takes the USER to the specific
Workplace page, where he can manage
and provision resources quickly / easily.

Button: Go to Workplaces

Takes the USER to the Workplaces
page, where he can view a more
detailed view of all of his assigned
Workplaces, in addition with the ability
to view Workplace Lifespan (for all of
his assigned Workplaces or a single
Workplace); the USER roles will not have
the ability to create or edit a Workplace.

Left Navigation for USER includes
these pages:

Dashboard, Workplaces, Templates/
ISOs, Volumes/Snapshots, Status, Logs.
Account, Tag Management, Users,
Resources, and Billing pages are not
visible (nor accessible) to this user role.

Marketing Messaging

Marketing placeholder for customertargeted upsell / cross-sell promotional
content.
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4.4 Dashboard (Billing Admin)
The Billing Admin will only have access
to the Billing page; no left navigation
menu is required, as the user will find
everything that they need within this
single page.
(See Billing page, for full explanation of
all page elements.)
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4.5 Dashboard (Service Delivery Exec/Admin, SDE)
Overview

The Service Delivery Executive /
Administrator (“SDE”) is a SunGard
Operations employee, involved directly
in customer account management. (A
customer calls an SDE when they need
something fixed (e.g. bug in the portal) or
to request a portal demo. The SDE is a
Customer Care role.
From his dashboard, the SDE role is
able to quickly view all of his SunGard
customer accounts, with the ability to
see what his customers see (within the
portal)*. Although troubleshooting is
not part of the SDE’s activities, he will
have SLA involvement and will receive
all customer alerts** (directly from
SunGard).

Customer Accounts

Listing of all of the SDE’s assigned
SunGard customer accounts, by
Customer Name (Company), Account
Owner (Full Name), Contract Type (e.g.
Public Cloud), Commit Level (in dollars,
or blank if non-committed), and Monthly
Spend (to date, for current month).

It is recommended that SDE will have
DIRECTOR role assignment (as he
may need to view Tag management and
possibly Billing).
Clicking on a customer’s name link takes
the SDE to a DIRECTOR dashboard
view (via login?) of the customer’s
account, although this functionality (and
view) must still be defined.  
Once the SDE gains access to his
customer’s account (via login?), the SDE
will keep a unique username so that all
of his user events will be reported for
tracking and logging purposes (within the
user’s portal Event log).  
**TBD:  Will the SDE receive the same
customer-specific (filtered) alerts for each
of the customers that he oversees?

*Functionality TBD

Functionality outlined above is subject
to change (SDE role privileges, and
customer account access functionality),
as the final description of the Service
Delivery Exec/Admin user role has not
yet been defined/received, nor has the
functionality of how the SDE will access/
login to his customer accounts be
identified/defined.
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5.0 Account Management / Tag Management
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5.1 Account Management (Committed Customer)
Overview

Account Management page is available
to the DIRECTOR. SUPER ADMIN, SYS
ADMIN and USER roles do not have
access to this page.

Account Details

Listing of key account-related details:
Customer Name (Company), Account
Owner (Full name), Contract Type (e.g.
Public Cloud), Contract Term (start
date, end date, term length (number of
months and / or years)). The Account
Representative would also be listed
(name, with ability to contact the
representative or sales).

(i.e. Rollover Credits from previous
month and/or Service Credits) will be
visually displayed in the Historical Spend
chart.
The user has the ability to filter data by
date range and download the current
view in both PDF and Excel file formats
(icons located at top, right of module).
Within the downloaded file, the column
headings include: Year, Month, Monthly
Spend, Monthly Commit, Commit
Discount, Term Discount, Rollover Credit,
Service Credit, Adjusted Monthly Spend;
data is presented as monthly totals.

Button: Contact Rep

The question mark icon (info icon) states
that the Adjusted Projected Monthly
Spend reflects applied credit(s) and
qualified discounts.

Account Spend

Adjusted Projected Monthly Spend is
calculated as follows:
Projected Monthly Spend – Discount,
where Discount = (Projected Monthly
Spend – (Rollover Credit + Service
Credit)) x (Term Discount % + Minimum
Commit Discount %).

Ideally, the account owner would be
provided the ability to contact their
Account/Sales Representative directly
(TBD: via popup web form or email).
Chart of current month’s spend and
projected monthly spend. For committed
customers, all relevant information is
displayed (text) above the chart, allowing
the user to quickly see contracted commit
details (Monthly Commit Level, Commit
Discount, Term Discount, Rollover Credit,
Service Credit (if due)).
Within the chart, commit level is
represented by a vertical dotted line,
allowing the user to quickly see if / when
monthly spend will reach (or surpass)
the monthly commit level at any point
throughout the month. Any credits due

Example (based on the displayed
figures):
Discount = ($15,123.25 – $525.85) x
(15.5%) = $2,262.60
Adjusted Projected Monthly Spend =
$12,860.65

Call to Action (Messaging)

For committed customers (who’s spend
exceeds the monthly commit level)
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5.1 Account Management (Committed Customer) Cont.
display, “Increase your savings by
increasing your Commit.”

Button: Learn More

Initiates popup with information showing
the customer’s (1) current commit level
(term and associated discount) and
(2) [additional] discounts (next Commit
level tiers) available, if the customer
was to increase their level of commit
(information presented in tabular format).

Historical Spend

For committed customers, the bar chart
displays historical monthly spend vs.
monthly commit vs. monthly credits (i.e.
combined monthly total of any Rollover
Credits and/or Service Credits available)
over the last 12 months (or beginning of
term, whichever period is shorter). The
user has the ability to download the data
in both PDF and Excel file formats (icons
located at top, right of module). Within
the downloaded file, the column headings
include: Year, Month, Monthly Spend,
Monthly Commit, Commit Discount,
Term Discount, Rollover Credit, Service
Credit, Adjusted Monthly Spend; data
is presented as monthly totals. (For a
monthly detail data view, the user may
utilize the top chart “Account Spend”.)

headings include: Product / Service,
Monthly Spend to Date, Projected
Monthly Spend.
Projected Monthly Spend is calculated
by adding the current spend to date
(for current month), with the projected
spend for the remaining days in the
month (i.e. average daily spend to date
(current month) multiplied by number of
days remaining in current month). An
aggregate is also presented.

Button: Go to Billing

This button provides a “quick link” to the
Billing page.

Account Products & Services

Tabular format of the account’s products
and services, with aggregate totals. Only
actively-billed resources will be displayed
(e.g. if a VM has been offline/inactive
throughout the entire month, it would not
be reflected within this table). Column
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5.1 Account Management (Committed Customer Popup)
For Committed Customers

Within the Marketing Messaging content,
clicking on the button “Learn More”
will bring up this popup showing the
customer’s (1) current commit level and
discount level (highlighted in a different
color) and (2) [additional] discounts
(next Commit level tiers) available, if the
customer was to increase their level of
commit (information presented in tabular
format).
Supporting marketing messaging could
preface the information, and entice the
customer to take action.
Based on the customer’s current level
of commit and discount, only display
the customer’s current tier and those
higher. Discount and commit tiers lower
than the customer’s current contract
will not be displayed, since customers
cannot downgrade their commit level. A
button would be available to encourage
immediate action, “Contact Your Rep”.
Clicking the “X” (top, right of popup
window) will close the popup, and return
the user to previous page.
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5.2 Account Management (Non Committed Customer)
Overview

Account Management page is available
to the DIRECTOR. SUPER ADMIN, SYS
ADMIN and USER roles do not have
access to this page.

Account Details

Listing of key account-related details:
Customer Name (Company), Account
Owner (Full name), Contract Type
(e.g. Public Cloud).  By definition, noncommitted customers will not have a
contract term, nor an account rep (these
fields will not display).

Account Spend

Chart of current month’s spend and
projected monthly spend. Any Service
Credits due will be visually displayed in
the Historical Spend chart.
The user has the ability to filter data by
date range and download the current
view in both PDF and Excel file formats
(icons located at top, right of module).
Within the downloaded file, the column
headings include: Year, Month, Monthly
Spend, Service Credit, Adjusted Monthly
Spend; data is presented as monthly
totals.
The question mark icon (info icon) states
that the Adjusted Projected Monthly
Spend reflects applied credit(s) and
qualified discounts.
Adjusted Projected Monthly Spend is
calculated as follows: Projected Monthly
Spend – Service Credit (if exists)

For non-committed customers, commit
level (headings and dotted vertical line)
will not display; user will see only monthly
spend to date (current month), projected
monthly spend, and their Service Credit
available (if applicable). If no Service
Credit is due, both the Service Credit and
Adjusted Projected Monthly Spend copy
(labels and totals) will be hidden from
view.

Call to Action (Messaging)

For non-committed customers, display
text, “Save money by signing up for a
Committed Usage Contract.”

Button: Learn More

Initiates popup with information showing
all available Commit Level tiers (in
tabular format). Supporting marketing
messaging could preface the information,
and entice the customer to take action.

Historical Spend

For non-committed customers, the bar
chart will display spend (no monthly
commit level) vs. monthly Service Credits
over the last 12 months (or beginning of
term, whichever period is shorter). The
user has the ability to download the data
in both PDF and Excel file formats (icons
located at top, right of module). Within
the downloaded file, the column headings
include: Year, Month, Monthly Spend,
Service Credit, Adjusted Monthly Spend;
data is presented as monthly totals. (For
a monthly detail data view, the user may
utilize the top chart “Account Spend”.)
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Account Products & Services

Tabular format of the account’s products
and services, with aggregate totals. Only
actively-billed resources will be displayed
(e.g. if a VM has been offline/inactive
throughout the entire month, it would not
be reflected within this table). Column
headings include: Product / Service,
Monthly Spend to Date, Projected
Monthly Spend.
Projected Monthly Spend is calculated
by adding the current spend to date (for
current month), with the projected spend
for the remaining days in the month (i.e.
average daily spend to date (current
month) multiplied by number of days
remaining in current month).

Button: Go to Billing

This button provides a “quick link” to the
Billing page.
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5.2 Account Management (Non Commited Customer Popup)
For Non Committed Customers

Within the Marketing Messaging content,
clicking on the button “Learn More” will
bring up this popup showing all available
Commit Level tiers (in tabular format).
Supporting marketing copy should
highlight benefits of committing (features
available to the customer throughout
the duration of their contract term). For
example: Roll-over credits when applied
toward months when usage / spend is
higher, would help to smooth out spikes
in their bill.
Clicking the “X” (top, right of popup
window) will close the popup, and return
the user to previous page.
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5.3 Account Tag Management
Overview

Tags will be simple strings (TBD: max
character length) defined by a Tag Name
and Description. Only DIRECTOR role
has the ability to management Tags
(create / edit / delete).
The SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) has
the ability to assign one (or multiple)
tags to a Workplace (during Workplace
creation / edit). The tags will provide
the DIRECTOR, SUPER ADMIN and
SYS ADMIN ability to quickly filter data
(charts and tables) when available.
Any exported data (chart or table data)
will include all assigned tags (e.g. tags
assigned to a specific Workplace).

Account Tags

Listing of all defined tags within the
customer’s portal. Tag strings can
contain any character, and are not casesensitive. A tag will have a name and
description.
TBD: SunGard may wish to provide
default tags, such as “Development”,
“Test”, “Q&A”, “Staging”.

Tag Name (required, editable): user-

Delete Tag (one or multiple)

The user has the ability to delete one or
more existing tags by either (1) selecting
the corresponding tag checkbox(es), then
clicking “Delete Selected”, or (2) select a
single tag for deletion by hovering over
the tag (its row will highlight), then click
on the delete icon (at right; checkbox
selection will be ignored). Upon
successful tag deletion, the user will be
returned to the previous view and the tag
list will update. (See Delete Tag for full
explanation).

Edit Tag

The user may edit the name and/
or description of an existing tag. The
user can select a single tag for edit by
hovering over the tag, then clicking on
the edit icon (at right).  If the tag’s name
field is edited, then all occurrences in the
system (i.e. Workplaces) will be updated.

Button: Add Tag

Initiates creation of new tag (via popup
window).
TBD: Tags will most likely be stored
within the BSS piece.

defined text; all characters allowed (TBD:
max character length)

Description (optional, editable): user-

defined text; all characters allowed (TBD:
max character length)
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5.3 Account Tag Management (Create Tag)
Add Tag

When the user clicks on the Add Tag
button, this popup will display. The user
is allowed to add only a single tag at a
time.
Fields include:

Tag Name (required, editable): user-

defined text; all characters allowed (TBD:
max character length)

Description (optional, editable): user-

defined text; all characters allowed (TBD:
max character length)

Button: Add Tag

Initiates creation of tag string. Upon
successful tag creation, the user is
returned to the previous page.
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5.3 Account Tag Management (Edit Tag)
Edit Tag

The user may edit the name and/
or description of an existing tag. The
user can select a single tag for edit by
hovering over the tag, then clicking on
the edit icon (at right).  If the tag’s name
field is edited, then all occurrences in the
system (i.e. Workplaces) will be updated.
Fields include:

Tag Name (required, editable): user-

defined text; all characters allowed
(TBD: max character length). If this
field is changed by the user, the system
will update all occurrences (within
Workplaces).

Description (optional, editable): user-

defined text; all characters allowed (TBD:
max character length). This field only
displays within the Tag Management
page and not stored within Workplaces,
so there is no need to update it
elsewhere, if changed by the user.

Button: Apply

Initiates tag field(s) update(s).  Upon
successful tag update, the user is
returned to the previous page.
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5.3 Account Tag Management (Delete Tag(s))
Delete Tag (one or multiple)

The user has the ability to delete one or
more existing tags by either (1) selecting
the corresponding tag checkbox(es), then
clicking “Delete Selected”, or (2) select a
single tag for deletion by hovering over
the tag (its row will highlight), then click
on the delete icon (at right; checkbox
selection will be ignored). Upon
successful tag deletion, the user will be
returned to the previous view and the
tag list will update, based on the deletion
rules below.

Deletion Rules:

Button: Disable

Clicking “Disable” will delete the tag from
the tags list, but keep all occurrences of
the tag(s) within any existing Workplaces.
A disabled tag is no longer available
for new Workplace assignment, but
will remain assigned to any existing
Workplaces (and visible in exported
reports).

Button: Cancel

Cancels current operation and returns
user to previous page.

Case 1: If an existing tag (one or

multiple, depending on selection
method) is not assigned to an existing
Workplace(s), then the tag will fully
delete from the system. (No warning
message will display to the user.)

Case 2: If an existing tag (one or

multiple, depending on selection method)
is assigned to an existing Workplace(s),
then this warning message will display:
“The tag(s) [tag name(s) in commaseparated list] is/are currently assigned
to one or more Workplace(s). Would you
like leave the tag(s) in place and disable
the ability to assign to new Workplaces,
or remove all occurrences?”

Button: Remove

Clicking the “Remove” will remove
(delete) all occurrences of the tag(s) from
the system.
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6.0 Workplace Management
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6.1 Workplaces (All)
Overview

At the dashboard level (all roles),
Workplaces are displayed with their
budget, spend to date (current month),
and projected spend (for current month).
For consistency, both in content flow
and metrics presented (i.e. budget and
spend), the user can easily progress
to this page (Workplaces) by clicking
on the “Total Workplaces” link (located
within the top portion of the dashboard’s
“Workplaces” section).
DIRECTOR and SUPER ADMIN roles
see all Workplaces within the account.
SYS ADMIN sees only Workplaces that
he is Owner of, and any he may be
assigned to. USER role sees only his
assigned Workplaces. The Workplace
Owner (SYS ADMIN and higher roles)
may create a Workplace; this button is
hidden from USER role.
DIRECTOR and SUPER ADMIN
roles may create, edit, delete any
Workplace; SYS ADMIN may create,
edit (if Workplace Owner), and delete
(if Workplace Owner). USER role does
not ability to create, edit or delete any
Workplace (this functionality will be
hidden from this user role).

Workplaces

For convenience, totals (total
Workplaces, total budgeted, total nonbudgeted) are listed at the top.
Within the tabular format, the user may
sort the data by all columns (Workplace

name, Owner (a SYS ADMIN or higher
role), Monthly Budget (if ‘Unlimited’
budget, then a dash “-“ will display),
Monthly Spend [to date], Projected
Monthly Spend (current month) with
Status (Workplace budget status).
Aggregate totals are displayed at the
bottom of the table.
Monthly Spend [to date] will display in
red, if over budget.
The Status represents the percentage
difference between the projected monthly
spend and allocated monthly budget.
Status is calculated as: [(Monthly Budget
– Projected Monthly Spend) / Monthly
Budget] x 100 = % (over or under)
Example: Status = [($20,000 - $18,000)
/ $20,000] x 100 = ($2,000 / $20,000) x
100 = 10% under budget.
Clicking on a Workplace (name link)
takes the user to the specific Workplace
page.

Ability to Filter

The user has the ability to filter by:
Region and Product [Family] (both
SunGard predefined dropdown picklists
(refer to ‘Resources’ page for Clock Four
recommendation), defined upon account
creation) and Tags (one or multiple).

Tag selection functionality

The user may select a single tag from
the ‘Tag’ dropdown at a time.  For the
DIRECTOR and SUPER ADMIN roles,
all tags defined within the account (see
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Tag Management) are available for use;
for the SYS ADMIN role, only those tags
that have been assigned to his Owned
or assigned Workplaces are available
in the dropdown (since this role can
only see his own Workplaces anyway).
As the user selects a tag, it will display
(as illustrated in this module). The
user clicks the “x” in the tag’s button to
remove it from the filtered display.
The user has the ability to export/
download the data via the PDF and Excel
file icons (top, right of module). Columns
within the files will reflect the data within
the table view (with the addition of
Workplace Description and Assigned
Users (comma-separated list of all
assigned users)), and any filter selections
set by the user.

6/17 Feedback from SunGard

in the downloaded file format (PDF and
Excel), and (2) add the description to the
Workplace (detail) page.

Workplace Deletion

SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) has
the ability to delete a Workplace; this
feature will not display for USER role.
Upon rollover, the row will highlight in a
different color, and a trashcan icon (at
right) will appear. Clicking on the icon will
bring up a popup.

Deletion Rules

A Workplace cannot be deleted while
VMs and VDCs still reside within it.
If a user attempts to do so, an error
message will display, “Cannot delete this
Workplace. All VMs and VDCs within this
Workplace must be deleted, prior to its
deletion.”

Workplaces should have both a name
and a description in the Workplaces
table.

If all VMs and VDCs within a Workplace
have been successfully deleted,
Workplace deletion is allowed.

Clock Four Recommendation

Deleting a Workplace has no effect on
Templates or Snapshots; Templates
and Snapshots will remain intact and
accessible within the Templates/ISOs
and Volumes/Snapshots libraries.

Workplace Description: Ideally, the user
will create a Workplace name that, by
itself, helps to identify its purpose (e.g.
client or project name, etc.) to all other
users. Adding the Workplace Description
into the “Workplaces” data table is,
of course, another piece of valuable
identification information. However, due
to the amount of data presented within
the table, rather than sacrifice space (or
truncate data), the recommendation is to
save the Description field for (1) inclusion

Workplace Lifecycle: By Month

Bar chart view of Workplace life span,
presented by month (Monthly Budget
vs. Monthly Spend). Historical monthly
data is available back to the beginning
of the current contract term (for
committed customer) or 12 months (if
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non-committed customer) or Workplace
creation date (if less than 12 months
or after contract start date). The user
may view all Workplaces (aggregate
totals, view is Role-specific) or a single
Workplace; the dropdown picklist defaults
to ‘All’; the dropdown would contain
Workplaces specific to the user’s Role
and assignment.
The user may export the data via
the PDF and / or Excel icons (top
right). File columns will include: Year,
Month, Workplace Name, Workplace
Description, Owner (First Name Last
Name), Monthly Budget, Monthly Spend.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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6.2 Create Workplace
DIRECTOR, SUPER ADMIN and SYS
ADMIN roles may create a Workplace.
USER role does not have this ability.

Field definitions:
Workplace Name (required, editable):
user-defined text field (TDB: maximum
character length).

Workplace Description (required,
editable): user-defined text field (TDB:
maximum character length).

Owner (required, editable): defaults

to creator’s First and Last Name; Owner
must be a SYS ADMIN role (or higher)
(TDB: maximum character length).

Zone (required): picklist of Regions

(Name and location); only one Zone is
available for Phase 1.

Monthly Budget* (optional, editable):

budget (for personal sandboxes, or
other Workplaces that may not require a
monthly budget). Our recommendation
is to provide an checkbox option
(“Unlimited”) to the user. For any
Workplace with ‘Unlimited’ budget, the
system will filter the Workplace out of
the User Notification Alerts (i.e. any alert
related to Workplace budget).

Workplace Tags (optional, editable):

picklist of all Tags (as defined within Tag
Management).
The user may select a single tag from
the ‘Tag’ dropdown at a time.  All tags
defined within the account (see Tag
Management) are available for use. As
the user selects a tag, it will display (as
illustrated here). The user clicks the “x”
in the tag’s button to remove it from the
filtered display.

Allowed Templates (optional, editable)

Current month’s allocated budget
(format: $xxx,xxx). By default, a personal
sandbox will not have an allocated
budget.

Permitted templates for use within the
Workplace. All templates are selected
(permitted) by default, with the ability
to deselect all (‘Select All’ toggles all or
none).

Unlimited Budget (optional, editable):

Button: Create Workplace

Select this checkbox if the Workplace will
not have an assigned monthly budget.

*Clock Four Recommendationd

Since the implementation of Workplace
Types has been removed from Phase
1 implementation, there must be an
alternative way to set an ‘unlimited’

Initiates Workplace creation.
Upon successful Workplace creation,
a system-generated, unique identifier
(different from the Workplace Name) will
exist, but may not be visible to the portal
users (unless it displays within the Event
log).  An email notification will be sent
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6.2 Create Workplace Cont.
to the Workplace Owner confirming the
creation of the new Workplace.
Field validation will be performed (i.e.
required fields, allowed format, etc.).  
Above, an example of a field validation
message (in red).
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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6.3 Delete Workplace
Error Message

A Workplace cannot be deleted while
VMs and VDCs still reside within it.
If a user attempts to do so, an error
message will display, “Cannot delete this
Workplace. All VMs and VDCs within this
Workplace must be deleted, prior to its
deletion.”

Button: Cancel

Closed the popup, and returns the user
to previous page.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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6.4 Workplace (Individual)
Overview

The Workplace page is available to all
user roles and provides a comprehensive
view of all its resources (VDCs, VMs,
assigned Users, Current Spend, and
spend throughout the Workplace’s
lifecycle.

Workplace Title, Description

At the top of the page, the Workplace
Name is displayed. SYS ADMIN
(Workplace Owner) and higher roles
have the ability to edit the Workplace
(‘Edit Workplace’ link); this link will
not display for USER role. Workplace
Description is displayed to all user roles.

Edit Workplace

Visible to the SYS ADMIN role (and
higher roles); described in detail
separately.

VDC Summary

Tabular format presents a list of all VDCs
(Name and Description) belonging to the
Workplace, VM count and timestamp of
last update (of any action performed on
the VDC or one of its VMs). VDC name
links user to the VDC Detail page.

Settings (icon)

Clicking or hovering on the gear icon
(Settings) at right, displays a dropdown
menu of all available actions specific to
a VDC at the Workplace-level (additional
actions are performed through the VDC
Detail page).

For VDC, actions include:

Clone VDC: Initiates popup to clone

VDC, with ability to select specific VMs
within.

Delete: Initiates popup for VDC deletion
(functionality defined in ‘Delete VDC’).

Button: Add VDC

Initiates VDC creation (popup).

Current Spend

Stacked line chart presents Monthly
Spend (current month, to date) vs.
Projected Monthly Spend. Projected
Monthly Spend is calculated by summing
the total monthly spend (to date), plus the
Projected Spend (average daily spend for
the month multiplied by number of days
remaining in month).
User has ability to toggle between views:
(1) Component View or (2) VDC View.

Component View

Chart of month’s spend and projected
spend for each component within the
Workplace: CPU, RAM, Primary Storage,
Secondary Storage, Bandwidth. Chart
data can be exported in PDF and Excel
file formats (columns include: Workplace
Name, Workplace Description, RAM
(Spend), RAM (Projected), CPU (Spend),
CPU (Projected), Primary Storage
(Spend), Primary Storage (Projected),
Secondary Storage (Spend), Secondary
Storage (Projected), Bandwidth (Spend),
Bandwidth (Projected)).
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6.4 Workplace (Individual) Cont.
Workplace Lifecycle: By Month

Bar chart view of Workplace life span,
presented by month (Monthly Budget
vs. Monthly Spend). Historical monthly
data is available back to the beginning
of the current contract term (for
committed customer) or 12 months (if
non-committed customer) or Workplace
creation date (if less than 12 months or
after contract start date).
The user may export the data via
the PDF and / or Excel icons (top
right). File columns will include: Year,
Month, Workplace Name, Workplace
Description, Owner (First Name Last
Name), Monthly Budget, Monthly Spend.

Events

The most recent (24 hours) user events
within the portal for this Workplace by
Event, Status and Timestamp. This
module’s content is scrollable.  

Button: Go to Logs

Takes the user to Events page, where he
can see the Event log, with ability to sort
by month and download / export as PDF
and Excel file formats.   

Users

Listing of Workplace Owner (SYS ADMIN
or higher role) of all assigned users.
“Manage Users” button only visible to
SYS ADMIN (and higher roles).
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6.4 Current Spend Chart (VDC View)
Chart: Current Spend

Stacked line chart presents Monthly
Spend (current month, to date) vs.
Projected Monthly Spend. Projected
Monthly Spend is calculated by summing
the total monthly spend (to date), plus the
Projected Spend (average daily spend for
the month multiplied by number of days
remaining in month).
User has ability to toggle between views:
(1) Component View or (2) VDC View.

VDC View

Chart of month’s spend and projected
spend for each VDC within the
Workplace (e.g. VDC1, VDC2, etc.
listed by VDC Name). Chart data can be
exported in PDF and Excel file formats
(columns include: Workplace Name,
Workplace Description, VDC1 Name
(Spend), VDC1 Name (Projected),
VDC2 Name (Spend), VDC2 Name
(Projected)).
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6.5 Edit Workplace
DIRECTOR, SUPER ADMIN and SYS
ADMIN (Workplace Owner) roles may
edit a Workplace. USER role does not
have this ability.

Field definitions:
Created (display only, non-editable):

Timestamp of creation date (only visible
in Edit mode).

Workplace Name (required, editable):
user-defined text field (TDB: maximum
character length).

Workplace Tags (optional, editable):

picklist of all Tags (as defined within Tag
Management).
The user may select a single tag from
the ‘Tag’ dropdown at a time.  All tags
defined within the account (see Tag
Management) are available for use. As
the user selects a tag, it will display (as
illustrated here). The user clicks the “x”
in the tag’s button to remove it from the
filtered display.

Allowed Templates (optional, editable)

Workplace Description (required,
editable): user-defined text field (TDB:
maximum character length).

Permitted templates for use within the
Workplace. All templates are selected
(permitted) by default, with the ability
to deselect all (‘Select All’ toggles all or
none).

Owner (required, editable): Owner

Button: Save Changes

must be a SYS ADMIN role (or higher)
(TDB: maximum character length).

Zone (required): picklist of Regions

Initiates Workplace save. Any changed
settings will be updated (added, edited,
or removed) accordingly.

(Name and location); only one Zone is
available for Phase 1.

Field validation will be performed (i.e.
required fields, allowed format, etc.).  

Monthly Budget* (optional, editable):

NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.

Current month’s allocated budget
(format: $xxx,xxx). By default, a personal
sandbox will not have an allocated
budget. (Monthly Budget is stored in the
BSS system, retrievable via API.)

Unlimited Budget (optional, editable):

Select this checkbox if the Workplace will
not have an assigned monthly budget.
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6.6 Create VDC
All roles have the ability to create and
edit a VDC.

are available for use within a VDC. Each
additional IP address added to this VDC
will have an associated cost.”

Field definitions

Release Public IP

VDC Name (required)
user-defined text field.

Description (required)
user-defined text field.

Network (required)

Super CIDR Network (Master Network for
VDC); auto-populated by the system, but
editable by the user.

The user may release a public IP (click
the link) at any time. An IP address can
only be released when an associated
firewall rule is released (deleted).

DNS Domain (optional)

user-defined, DNS domain.

Button: Create VDC

Initiates VDC creation.

the user may select one or more existing
available Public IPs.

Upon successful VDC creation, a
system-generated, unique identifier
(different from the Workplace Name) will
exist, but may not be visible to the portal
users.  An email notification will be sent
to the Workplace Owner confirming the
creation of the new VDC.

Request Public IP (optional)

TBD

Each time the user clicks the “Request
Public IP” button (after the five IPs are
used), a popup message will display to
the user, “A soft cap of five IP addresses

Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are defined.

A popup help (question mark icon) will
explain the field format (TBD).

Add Public IP (optional)

the user may elect to request a public IP.
By default, five IPs are provided for each
VDC; adding the sixth (and above) IP(s)
will incur a cost (per each additional IP
over five). The cost will be displayed next
to each additional IP requested (over
five).  

Popup definition of Network (Super CIDR
Network)  - we’ve found a couple of
helpful explanations on the web (http://
support.rightscale.com/12-Guides/
Dashboard_Users_Guide/Clouds/AWS_
Regions/VPCs/Concepts/CIDR_Block)
and a calculator (http://www.subnetcalculator.com/cidr.php), but would like to
provide an original example.
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6.6 Create VDC Cont.
Based on CloudStack API

http://cloudstack.apache.org/docs/api/
apidocs-4.1/domain_admin/createVPC.
html
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6.7 Delete VDC
The system will confirm prior to deletion
of any Workplace, VDC and VM.
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6.8 VDC (Individual)
Overview

Load Balancing: Initiates popup for

The VDC Detail page allows the user to
configure VDC settings and perform VM
provisioning.

Load Balancing configuration.

VDC Title, Description

create network tier.

At the top of the page, the VDC Name is
displayed. VDC Description is listed for
easy reference.

Edit VDC, Back to Workplace

Links provide the user ability to Edit
VDC and return back to the [parent]
Workplace.

VDC Details

Tabular format presents a list of all
elements within this VDC: Rollup by
Network (Name), VM (Name), IP (Range
or Address), OS, and VM Status. The
Network Name links to a Network’s
details (popup). VM Name link brings up
a VM Details popup.

Add Network Tier: Initiates popup to
Enable VPN: Initiates VPN
configuration.

For VM, actions include:

Start (or Stop): Initiates start or stop

(no popup), depending on current state
(opposite state will display).

Reboot VM: Initiates reboot (no popup).
Reset Password: Initiates password
reset (TBD: Defined functionality,
behavior).

Create Snapshot: Initiates popup with

A VM’s Status indicator displays as
follows:  Red = Offline, Gray = Off (turned
off), Green = On (running).

option to set Snapshot policy (schedule,
retention), creates VM Snapshot (and
stores Snapshot within Volumes/
Snapshot library).

Settings (icon)

Clone VM: Initiates popup to clone VM.

Clicking or hovering on the gear icon
(Settings) at right, displays a dropdown
menu of all available actions specific to
the VDC (at right of Add VM button) or
VM (inline with a VM’s data).

For VDC, actions include:
Firewall: Initiates popup for firewall

configuration rules.

Launch Console: This feature allows the
user to emulate a direct console into the
VM. When the user clicks on the link, a
modal window will open, emulating the
connection to the VM.

*TBD: No functionality specifications

or user flow have been provided for the
“Launch Console” feature. Console is a
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6.8 VDC (Individual) Cont.
function in Cloud Stack that allows a user
to open a modal window that emulates
a direct console into the VM, even when
they do not have network access to that
VM.

Delete: Initiates popup for VM deletion

(functionality defined in ‘Delete VM’).

Button: Add VM

Initiates popup to create new VM within
this VDC.
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6.9 VDC, VM Dropdown Menus
Settings icon dropdown menu behavior.
Views for VDC operations and VM
operations are displayed.

retention), creates VM Snapshot (and
stores Snapshot within Volumes/
Snapshot library).

Settings (icon)

Clone VM: Initiates popup to clone VM.

Clicking or hovering on the gear icon
(Settings) at right, displays a dropdown
menu of all available actions specific to
the VDC (at right of Add VM button) or
VM (inline with a VM’s data).

For VDC, actions include:
Firewall: Initiates popup for firewall

configuration rules.

Load Balancing: Initiates popup for
Load Balancing configuration.

Add Network Tier: Initiates popup to

create network tier.

Enable VPN: Initiates VPN
configuration.

Launch Console: This feature allows the
user to emulate a direct console into the
VM. When the user clicks on the link, a
modal window will open, emulating the
connection to the VM.

*TBD: No functionality specifications

or user flow have been provided for the
“Launch Console” feature. Console is a
function in Cloud Stack that allows a user
to open a modal window that emulates
a direct console into the VM, even when
they do not have network access to that
VM.

Delete: Initiates popup for VM deletion

(functionality defined in ‘Delete VM’).

For VM, actions include:
Start (or Stop): Initiates start or stop

(no popup), depending on current state
(opposite state will display).

Reboot VM: Initiates reboot (no popup).
Reset Password: Initiates password
reset (TBD: Defined functionality,
behavior).

Create Snapshot: Initiates popup with

option to set Snapshot policy (schedule,
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6.10 Edit VDC

Field definitions

the user, “A soft cap of five IP addresses
are available for use within a VDC. Each
additional IP address added to this VDC
will have an associated cost.”

Created (display only, non-editable)

Release Public IP

All roles have the ability to create and
edit a VDC.

Timestamp of creation date (only visible
in Edit mode).

VDC Name (required)
user-defined text field.

Description (required)
user-defined text field.

Network (required)

Super CIDR Network (Master Network for
VDC); auto-populated by the system, but
editable by the user.
A popup help (question mark icon) will
explain the field format (TBD).

The user may release a public IP (click
the link) at any time. An IP address can
only be released when an associated
firewall rule is released (deleted).

DNS Domain (optional)

user-defined, DNS domain.

Button: Save

Initiates VDC update. Upon successful
VDC update, an email notification will be
sent to the Workplace Owner confirming
the update of the existing VDC.

Public IP (optional)

the user may select one or more existing
available Public IPs.

Request Public IP (optional)

the user may elect to request a public IP.
By default, five IPs are provided for each
VDC; adding the sixth (and above) IP(s)
will incur a cost (per each additional IP
over five). The cost will be displayed next
to each additional IP requested (over
five).  
Each time the user clicks the “Request
Public IP” button (after the five IPs are
used), a popup message will display to
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6.11 Clone VDC
This page’s fields are the same as the
VDC Details page (i.e. edit view), with the
addition of the Add VMs selection box.

Add VMs (required)

List of all VMs within this Workplace.
User may select one or more.

Button: Clone VDC

Initiates clone of VDC with or without
VMs (based on VM selection(s)). Upon
successful VDC (and VM, if selected)
Clone, the Workplace page will update to
reflect the newly created clone(s).
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6.12 Add Network Tier
All roles have the ability to add a network
tier, accessible via the VDC Setting icon
dropdown menu.

Field definitions
Name (required)

VDC user-defined name (set within Edit
VDC).
Network Offering (required): picklist of
available network offerings (TBD)

Gateway (required)
user-defined IP

Netmask (required)

user-defined netmask

Button: Add Network Tier

Create network tier, assign to VDC.
Upon successful creation, all users
assigned to this Workspace will receive
email notification.

Based on CloudStack API:

http://cloudstack.apache.org/docs/api/
apidocs-4.0.0/user/createNetwork.html
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are defined.
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6.13 Create VM
All roles have the ability to create and
edit a VM.

Button: Create VM

Field definitions:

Upon successful VM creation, a popup
with the Root password will display.

VM Name (required)

user-defined text field.

Description (required)

Initiates VM creation.

Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are defined.

user-defined description of VM.

Template (required)

picklist (template or ISO); templates
are separated into SunGard Templates,
Shared (Golden Templates), and
Personal Templates (user-created, for
personal use only). Cost is not displayed
at the Template level, but figured in once
the Size is selected (cost column within
Size table will update accordingly).

Size (required)

picklist of VM package options (includes
RAM, Storage, vCPU and associated
cost per hour, based on ISO selection).

Network Tiers (required)

user may select one (or more) available
Network Tiers, or opt to add a new
Network Tier.

Button: Add Network

The button will bring up the Add Network
Tier popup. Upon successful creation,
the new tier will be added to the Network
Tiers table (available for selection).
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6.14 Create VM (VM Root Password)
All roles have the ability to view this
popup directly after VM creation.
Upon successful VM creation, a popup
with the Root password will display. The
popup will not be accessible thereafter.

Button: Close

Click Close to exit the popup and return
to previous page.
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6.15 Edit VM
All roles have the ability to create and
edit a VM.
A VM must be stopped prior to editing
any of its settings. If the user tries to
edit the VM while it is still running, an
error message will display, “VM must be
stopped prior to editing its settings.”

Field definitions
Created (display only, non-editable):
Timestamp of creation date (only visible
in Edit mode).

VM Name (required)

user-defined text field.

Description (required)

user-defined description of VM.

Template (required)

picklist (template or ISO); templates
are separated into SunGard Templates,
Shared (Golden Templates), and
Personal Templates (user-created, for
personal use only). Cost is not displayed
at the Template level, but figured in once
the Size is selected (cost column within
Size table will update accordingly).

Network Tiers (required): user may

select one (or more) available Network
Tiers, or opt to add a new Network Tier.

Add Network

Expandable section to Add Network Tier.
Upon successful creation, the new tier
will be added to the Network Tiers table
(available for selection).

Volumes (optional): user may elect to

add one or more Volumes to the VM.
All unassigned (available) Volumes are
displayed in the list. The Name, Tag,
Size, Type and Cost per Month are
displayed for each available Volume.

Add Volume

Expandable section to Add Volume. Upon
successful creation (addition), the new
Volume will be added to the Volumes
table (available for selection).

Button: Save

Initiates VM update..
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are defined.

Size (required): picklist of VM package
options (includes RAM, Storage, vCPU
and associated cost per hour, based on
ISO selection).
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6.16 VDC Router Details
All roles have the ability to view this
information by clicking on the VDC
Router Details button; this section is
expandable/collapsible by clicking on the
button.

NOTE: This display was borrowed

directly from CloudStack’s interface.

Field definitions:
Name: VDC user-defined name (set
within Edit VDC).

ID: system-assigned name at time of
creation.

Zone: user-specified picklist value (set
within Edit VDC).

DNS: DNS Domain (optional setting
within Edit VDC).

Gateway: the network’s gateway
Public IP Address: Public IP(s) (set
within Edit VDC)

Guest IP Address: guest IP address

(full definition required)

Link Local IP Addresses: link local IP
address (full definition required)

State: state of the VDC.
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6.17 Add Volume
All roles have the ability to add a Volume
and assign it to an existing VM or leave
it unassigned (available to all users roles
for use within the Account). A VM must
be stopped prior to editing any of its
settings.

Field definitions
Name (required)

user-defined text field.
Size (required): picklist of SunGardpredefined Volume sizes available.

Type (required)

picklist of predefined Volume types
available (IDE, SCSI).

Use Existing Snapshot (optional)

user has the option to create a Volume
from an existing Snapshot. If the user
elects to do this, the picklist will contain a
listing of all available Snapshots for use
(Account-wide, not Workplace-specific).
TBD: Technical details need to be
defined on exact functionality / flow,
but it seems appropriate to be able to
accomplish this within the Add Volume
piece.

Cost (display only, non-editable)

Cost is dependent upon which Size and
Type the user opts to add. The Cost is
calculated on the backend and displayed
once the user selects the desired Size
and Type. As the use edits the Size and/
or the Type selections, the Cost will
update accordingly.

Volume Tags (optional)

The user may select one tag for the
Volume from a predefined set of list
of tags*. Tags are created by the
DIRECTOR and assigned by any user
role during the Add Volume operation.
All available tags will display in the
picklist; four predefined key-value
tags (applicable to Workplaces) will
exist within the portal by default:
Stage:Development, Stage:Test,
Stage:Staging, Stage:Production.
*The decision has been made to
implement tags as key-value pair. This
means that for each tag, there is a key
(primary tag) and value (associated tag
value). This allows greater flexibility
within the portal (i.e. sorting within data
charts and exportable data reports)
while establishing a standardized
way of defining tags that allows for a
greater level of detail. Examples of keyvalue pair tags: Stage:Development,
Stage:Test, Stage:Staging,
Stage:Production.

Button: Cancel

Cancels current operation and collapses
the section.

Button: Add Volume

Creates a new Volume (available for use
until assigned to a specific VM).
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are defined.
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6.18 Clone VM
This page’s fields are the same as the
VM Details page (i.e. edit view). The
source VM’s configuration will default into
all fields (with the exception of VM Name
and Description). The user may modify
any of the default settings.

Button: Clone VM

Initiates clone of a VMs within the
Workplace. Upon successful VM clone,
the Workplace page will update to reflect
the newly created clone.
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6.19 Delete VM
The system will confirm prior to deletion
of any Workplace, VDC and VM.
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6.20 Firewall Configuration (Access Control)
All roles have the ability to configure
firewall rules for a VDC. Access the
Firewall Configuration feature from the
VDC’s Settings icon menu dropdown.
The user may configure two types of
firewall rules: Access Control and Port
Forwarding.

Tab 1: Access Control field definitions:
Access Control Rules

List of all Access Control Rules
configured for this VDC. Here, the user
may easily delete an existing Firewall
rule (click the radio button for the existing
rule, then click the Delete button at the
bottom of the page). Firewall rules may
not be edited, but must be deleted then
recreated.

Network (required)

defaults to VDC’s Network (Super
CIDR Network / Master Network for
VDC); auto-populated by the system,
but editable by the user. A popup help
(question mark icon) will explain the field
format (TBD)*.

user-defined value (acceptable values:
0-65535).

Network Tier (required)

picklist of all Network Tiers defined for
this VDC.

ICMP Type (display only, noneditable): system auto-populates post-

rule creation (Internet Control Messaging
Protocol).

ICMP Code (display only, noneditable): system auto-populates post-

rule creation.

Traffic Type (required): picklist (Ingress,
Egress).

Actions (display only, non-editable):

system auto-populates post-rule creation.

Button: Apply

Creates new firewall rule.

*TBD popup messaging

user-defined value (acceptable values:
0-65535).

Popup definition of Network (Super CIDR
Network)  - we’ve found a couple of
helpful explanations on the web (http://
support.rightscale.com/12-Guides/
Dashboard_Users_Guide/Clouds/AWS_
Regions/VPCs/Concepts/CIDR_Block)
and a calculator (http://www.subnetcalculator.com/cidr.php), but would like to
provide an original example.

End Port (required)

Popup definition of available access
control protocols (TCP / UDP / ICMP).

Protocol (required)

picklist (TCP / UDP / ICMP). A popup
help (question mark icon) will explain the
field format (TBD)*.

Start Port (required)
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6.20 Firewall Configuration (Access Control) Cont.
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are defined.

Based on CloudStack’s API

http://cloudstack.apache.org/docs/api/
apidocs-4.0.0/user/createFirewallRule.
html
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6.21 Firewall Configuration (Port Forwarding)
All roles have the ability to configure
firewall rules for a VDC. Access the
Firewall Configuration feature from the
VDC’s Settings icon menu dropdown.
The user may configure two types of
firewall rules: Access Control and Port
Forwarding.

Tab 2: Port Forwarding field
definitions
Port Forwarding Rules

List of all Port Forwarding Rules
configured for this VDC. Here, the
user may easily delete an existing Port
Forwarding rule (click the radio button
for the existing rule, then click the Delete
button at the bottom of the page). Port
Forwarding rules may not be edited, but
must be deleted then recreated.

Add VMs (required)

List of all VMs within this VDC. User may
assign the Port Forwarding rule to one or
more VMs. System will pass the VM’s ID
during the CloudStack API call.

Button: Apply

Creates new port forwarding rule.

*TBD popup messaging

Popup definition of available access
control protocols (TCP / UDP).
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are defined.

Based on CloudStack’s API

http://cloudstack.apache.org/docs/api/
apidocs-4.0.0/user/createFirewallRule.
html

Network Tier (required)

picklist of all Network Tiers defined for
this VDC.

Protocol (required)

picklist (TCP / UDP). A popup help
(question mark icon) will explain the field
format (TBD)*.

Private Port (required)

user-defined value (acceptable values:
0-65535).

Public Port (required)

user-defined value (acceptable values:
0-65535).
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6.22 Load Balancing
All roles have the ability to configure load
balancing rules for a VDC. Access the
Load Balancing feature from the VDC’s
Settings icon menu dropdown. Upon
successful rule creation, the user may
edit the Name and / or Algorithm and / or
change the VMs assignment.

Field definitions
Existing Load Balancers

List of all Load Balancer configured rules
for this VDC. Here, the user may easily
modify or delete an existing rule (click
the radio button for the existing rule, then
click the Delete button at the bottom of
the page). A VM must be stopped prior
to modifying a Load Balancing rule.

Name (required)

user-defined text field.

Public Port (required)

user-defined value (acceptable values:
0-65535).

Private Port (required)

user-defined value (acceptable values:
0-65535).

Algorithm (required)

policy has its own set of parameters
(three policy configurations available).
Each policy configuration (SourceBased,
AppCookie, LbCookie) is explained in
detail in its own within this document.

Add VMs (required)

List of all VMs within this VDC. User may
assign the Load Balancing rule to one or
more VMs. System will pass the VM’s ID
during the CloudStack API call.
Actions (display only, non-editable):
system will auto-populate this field postrule creation.

Button: Apply

Creates new load balancing rule.

*TBD popup messaging

Popup definition of available load
balancing policies (SourceBased,
AppCookie, LbCookie).
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are defined.

Based on CloudStack’s API
http://cloudstack.apache.org/
docs/api/apidocs-4.0.0/user/
createLoadBalancerRule.html

picklist (source / roundrobin / leastconn).
A popup help (question mark icon) will
explain the differences / definitions
between the algorithms (TBD)*.

Button: Stickiness (optional)

Rule’s associated stickiness policy. Each
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6.23 Load Balancing (Stickiness Policy)
All roles have the ability to configure load
balancing rules for a VDC. Access the
Load Balancing feature from the VDC’s
Settings icon menu dropdown. Upon
successful rule creation, the user may
edit the Name and / or Algorithm and / or
change the VMs assignment.

Field definitions
Stickiness Method

picklist (SourceBased / AppCookie
/ LbCookie). Methods associated
stickiness policy. Each policy has its
own set of parameters (three policy
configurations available). Each policy
configuration is explained in detail in
its own within this document. A popup
help (question mark icon) will explain
the differences / definitions between the
methods (TBD)*.

*TBD popup messaging

Popup definition overview of stickiness
methods (SourceBased, AppCookie,
LbCookie).
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that a selection is made.
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6.24 Load Balancing (Stickiness Policy: SourceBased)
Field definitions
Stickiness Method

selected (SourceBased). User may edit
the selection; form fields will refresh if
new selection is made. A popup help
(question mark icon) will explain the
differences / definitions between the
methods (TBD)*.

Sticky Name (required)
user-defined text field.

Table Size (optional)

user-defined size (metric TBD).

Expires (optional)

user-defined date (format: mm / dd /
yyyy); defaults to current date.

Button: Cancel

Cancels current operation and collapses
the section.

Button: Apply

Created load balancing rule.

*TBD popup messaging

Popup definition overview of stickiness
methods (SourceBased, AppCookie,
LbCookie).
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that a selection is made.
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6.25 Load Balancing (Stickiness Policy: AppCookie)
Field definitions
Stickiness Method

selected (AppCookie). User may edit
the selection; form fields will refresh if
new selection is made. A popup help
(question mark icon) will explain the
differences / definitions between the
methods (TBD)*.

Sticky Name (required)

Button: Apply

Created load balancing rule.

*TBD popup messaging

Popup definition overview of stickiness
methods (SourceBased, AppCookie,
LbCookie).
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that a selection is made.

user-defined text field.

Cookie Name (required)
user-defined text field.

Mode (optional)

user-defined. Technical definition TBD.

Length (optional)

user-defined. Technical definition TBD.

Hold Time (optional)

user-defined. Technical definition TBD.

Request Learn (optional)

checkbox, default is unselected.
Technical definition TBD.

Prefix (optional)

checkbox, default is unselected.
Technical definition TBD.

Button: Cancel

Cancels current operation and collapses
the section.
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6.26 Load Balancing (Stickiness Policy: LbCookie)
Field definitions
Stickiness Method

selected (LbCookie). User may edit
the selection; form fields will refresh if
new selection is made. A popup help
(question mark icon) will explain the
differences / definitions between the
methods (TBD)*.

Sticky Name (required)
user-defined text field.

Button: Apply

Created load balancing rule.

*TBD popup messaging
Popup definition overview of stickiness
methods (SourceBased, AppCookie,
LbCookie).
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that a selection is made.

Mode (optional)

user-defined. Technical definition TBD.

No Cache (optional)

checkbox, default is unselected.
Technical definition TBD.

Indirect (optional)

checkbox, default is unselected.
Technical definition TBD.

Post Only (optional)

checkbox, default is unselected.
Technical definition TBD.

Domain (optional)

user-defined domain. Technical specs
TBD.

Button: Cancel

Cancels current operation and collapses
the section.
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6.27 VPN Configuration (Enable VPN)
Overview

Users create virtual private networks
to access their VMs. The VPN feature
is accessible, next to the VDC, within
the VDC’s Workplace page. VPN is
associated with a VDC’s Network Tier.
Ability to configure a VPN is provided
after the successful creation of a VDC.

Button:Enable VPN

Initiates system VPN enable routine.
Upon successful completion/creation, a
popup will display.
Then POPUP: Display IPsec key

TBD

Technical specifications and exact portal
/ CloudStack functionality has yet to
be fully defined.  The fields presented
in the design are taken directly from
the CloudStack VPN installation guide,
provided by SunGard: http://cloudstack.
apache.org/docs/en-US/Apache_
CloudStack/4.0.2/html/Installation_Guide/
vpn.html.

Configure VPN
Fields include:

Allocated IP(s)  (defaults to VDC’s
network, with ability to edit)
Length of IPSec key  (user-defined value;
TBD: field length)
Max Number of Users  (user-defined
value; TBD: field length)
Network Tier (picklist: Network Tiers, as
defined by the user, post VDC creation)
Allowed IP(s)  (user-defined IP address,
or IP range)
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6.27 VPN Configuration (IPsec Key)
Configure VPN (Continued)

After the system successfully enables a
VPN, a popup will display which displays
the IPsec key.
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6.27 VPN Configuration (Site-to-site)
Site-to-site VPN Configuration
There are three steps involved in
configuring site-to-site VPN:
1.
Create VPN Customer Gateway;
2.
Create VPN gateway for the VDC;
3.
Create VPN connection from the
VDC VPN gateway to the Customer VPN
gateway.

TBD

Technical specifications and exact portal
/ CloudStack functionality has yet to
be fully defined.  The fields presented
in the design are taken directly from
the CloudStack VPN installation guide,
provided by SunGard: http://cloudstack.
apache.org/docs/en-US/Apache_
CloudStack/4.0.2/html/Installation_Guide/
vpn.html.   Step one has been fleshed
out (in design), but functionality has yet
to be fully defined.  Clock Four requires
more information in order to fully define
required user steps, flow, and technical
specifications / limitations.

Step 1: Add (or Edit) a VPN
Customer Gateway
Fields include:
Name  (user-defined text field; TBD: field
length)
Gateway  (user-defined;  IP address for
remote gateway)

Network (picklist: available Network
Tiers)
IPsec Preshared Key (userdefined; TBD: field length and field
requiredment(s))
IKE Encryption (picklist: AES128,
AES192, AES256, 3DES)
IKE Hash (picklist: SHA1, MD5)
IKE DH (picklist: None, Group-5 (1536bit), Group-2 (1024-bit))
ESP Encryption (picklist: AES128,
AES192, AES256, 3DES)
ESP Hash (picklist: SHA1, MD5)
Perfect Forward Secrecy (picklist: None,
Group-5 (1536-bit), Group-2 (1024-bit))
IKE Lifetime (seconds)  (user-defined
value, in seconds; default is 86400
seconds (1 day))
ESP Lifetime (seconds)   (user-defined
value, in seconds; default is 3600
seconds (1 hour))
Dead Peer Detection (checkbox; default:
unchecked)
Supporting technical documentation (field
definitions, per CloudStack installation
guide):
IKE Encryption: The Internet Key
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6.27 VPN Configuration (Site-to-site) Cont.
Exchange (IKE) policy for phase-1. The
supported encryption algorithms are
AES128, AES192, AES256, and 3DES.
Authentication is accomplished through
the Preshared Keys.

options are None, Group-5 (1536-bit)
and Group-2 (1024-bit). The security of
the key exchanges increase as the DH
groups grow larger, as does the time of
the exchanges.

IKE Hash: The IKE hash for phase-1.
The supported hash algorithms are SHA1
and MD5.

IKE Lifetime (seconds): The phase-1
lifetime of the security association in
seconds. Default is 86400 seconds (1
day). Whenever the time expires, a new
phase-1 exchange is performed.

IKE DH: A public-key cryptography
protocol which allows two parties to
establish a shared secret over an
insecure communications channel. The
1536-bit Diffie-Hellman group is used
within IKE to establish session keys. The
supported options are None, Group-5
(1536-bit) and Group-2 (1024-bit).
ESP Encryption: Encapsulating Security
Payload (ESP) algorithm within phase-2.
The supported encryption algorithms are
AES128, AES192, AES256, and 3DES.
ESP Hash: Encapsulating Security
Payload (ESP) hash for phase-2.
Supported hash algorithms are SHA1
and MD5.

ESP Lifetime (seconds): The phase-2
lifetime of the security association in
seconds. Default is 3600 seconds (1
hour). Whenever the value is exceeded,
a re-key is initiated to provide a new
IPsec encryption and authentication
session keys.
Dead Peer Detection: A method to detect
an unavailable Internet Key Exchange
(IKE) peer. Select this option if you want
the virtual router to query the liveliness
of its IKE peer at regular intervals.
It’s recommended to have the same
configuration of DPD on both side of VPN
connection.

Perfect Forward Secrecy: Perfect
Forward Secrecy (or PFS) is the property
that ensures that a session key derived
from a set of long-term public and private
keys will not be compromised. This
property enforces a new Diffie-Hellman
key exchange. It provides the keying
material that has greater key material
life and thereby greater resistance to
cryptographic attacks. The available
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6.28 Sample Confirmation Message
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7.0 Users
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7.1 Users
Overview

The Users page is available to the
DIRECTOR, SUPER ADMIN, and SYS
ADMIN roles. USER role does not
have access to this page. There is only
one DIRECTOR who is the designated
account owner, however more than one
DIRECTOR user may exist within the
portal.
DIRECTOR may create / edit / delete
all user roles (including another
DIRECTOR). SUPER ADMIN may create
/ edit / delete SYS ADMIN and USER
roles; SYS ADMIN may create / edit /
delete USER role only.

Users

Listing of all portal users, sortable by
all columns (default is alphabetical,
a-z by Username). Columns include:
Username (email address), First Name,
Last Name, Role (Director, Super Admin,
Admin, Billing Admin, User), Workplaces
(assigned or Owner (if SYS ADMIN or
higher role)), Last Activity [within the
portal, based on logged user Events).

Feedback from SunGard (6/17/2013)

Feedback provided below requires
further discussion and consideration;
UX design may be impacted, but main
impact will be on technical functionality
and implementation:

We also need to investigate the
procedures for user management by
SDEs to validate that we are behaving
appropriately and ensure that this works
properly in concert with other products
(from Cloud and other SunGard LOBs).
From an implementation perspective
– deletion of an account should alter
the LDAP attributes to eliminate portal
access vs. actually removing the LDAP
account record as the user may be using
other SunGard services (e.g. Managed
Services offerings).

Clicking on the Username (email
address) link brings up the “User Details”
(Edit) popup.

Button: Create User

Initiates popup “Create User”.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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7.2 Users (Create User)
User Profile fields include:
First Name (required, editable): text
field (TBD: maximum field length).

Last Name (required, editable): text

field (TBD: maximum field length).

Email Address (required, editable):
user’s email address (standard email
format). This is the user’s Username.

Language (required): picklist (TBD);

default: English.

Role (required, editable): picklist

(Director, Super Admin, Admin, Billing
Admin, User). Only SunGard will have
the ability to create an SDE and Reseller
accounts and roles. (Reseller role is
unavailable for Phase 1 implementation.)

Workplace Assignment* (required,
editable): listing of all Workplaces,

with ability to assign one or multiple
Workplace(s) to the user. When the Role
selection is set to DIRECTOR, SUPER
ADMIN, or SYS ADMIN, all Workplaces
will select (all checkboxes selected).
When the user Role selection is set to
User, all Workplaces will deselect (all
checkboxes unselected).

*Feedback from SunGard

Can we allow filtering by tag and or
search here? For example an ‘Assign
workplace’ action, associated with a

workplace picker dialog might be useful.
The picker may also support multi-select.

Clock Four Recommendation

The ability to filter and search is typically
reserved for main pages, where data
is viewed comparatively (more from a
reporting point of view).  For this specific
application, providing the Workplace
Name, and Description should be ample
for the user.

Notification Alerts

All users have the ability to opt in or opt
out of Role-specific alerts. Existing users
may change their alert settings at any
time via their user profile page within the
portal (accessible by clicking on their
username link located within the header
(top, right of the portal). Three types of
Alerts exist: Workplace-specific, Account
level (available to Committed customers
only), and system-related.
Each Alerts offers the following delivery
notification options (user can select none,
one or multiple): Instant text message,
Instant email message, Daily Summary
(email), Weekly Summary (email).
Alert: Actual spend has exceeded
Workplace budget limit (recipient:
DIRECTOR, SUPER ADMIN, SYS
ADMIN); default: Instant email. (Alert
unavailable/hidden to User Role.)
Alert: Workplace spend has reached its
threshold (recipient: DIRECTOR, SUPER
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7.2 Users (Create User) Cont.
ADMIN, SYS ADMIN); default: opt out
(all). User may set up to three threshold
value(s) (two-digits) or select among
auto-populated default values (50%,
75%, 90%). Threshold(s) settings apply
to all Workplaces (Role-specific).  (Alert
unavailable/hidden to User Role.)
Alert: Minimum contracted commit
level has been exceeded (recipient:
DIRECTOR, SUPER ADMIN, SYS
ADMIN); default: opt out. NOTE: This
Alert is unavailable to non-committed
customers. (Alert unavailable/hidden to
User Role.)
Alert: System outage has occurred
(recipients: All user roles); defaults: opt
in, Instant email. SunGard Operations
should have the ability to create freeform text messages to go out to affected
customers.
Alert: Workplace monthly budget has
been changed (recipients: All user roles);
default: opt out.

Phone Number (required when “Text”
is selected):  user-defined text field.
Create Personal Sandbox* (optional,
checkbox): Available only at the time

of user creation, the creator may opt to
create a personal sandbox for the user.
Confirm with SunGard:  

*Personal Workplace Auto-Creation

As previously discussed, it would be ideal
to fully-automate the creation of a user
“sandbox” (including VDC with default
settings) at the time when a new user
is created.  We’ve provided a checkbox
‘Create Personal Sandbox’ to the bottom
of the popup. The name of the user’s
sandbox would default to the user’s
username (email address), but can be
edited by the Workplace Owner (the SYS
ADMIN (or higher role) who created this
new user account).
(1) If this functionality is offered, all
default settings for both Workplace and
VDC must be defined.  
(2) If this functionality is offered, all
system-related events (i.e. completion
of the user account, Workplace and
VDC creation) would be included within
the Event log. Likewise, any errors
encountered during any part of the setup
process would also be found within the
Event log.

Button: Create User

Initiates creation of user account within
system. Upon successful creation, the
system will send an email notification to
the new user with a link to portal login
page and temporary password. Upon
first-time login, the user will be forced to
change their password. Upon successful
password creation, the user will be
directed to their main dashboard page
(Role-specific).
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7.3 Edit User
Overview

The User Details popup (edit
functionality) appears exactly the same
as fields previously described, with the
exception of two differences; creation
date (timestamp) will be listed at the top
of the page and the button at the bottom
will read “Save Changes” (not Create
User).

Created (display only): Creation date

(timestamp; format TBD).

Refer to ‘Create Users’ page for full
explanation of all fields.  

Button: Reset Password

display. User sandbox creation is only
available at the time of user account
creation (‘Create User’).

Button: Save Changes

Initiates user profile update. Upon
successful update, the user is returned
to the previous page (Users). (No email
notifications will be sent to the user
whose profile was edited.)  
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are
completed.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.

Initiates user password reset. System
sets a temporary password for the user,
then sends an email notification to the
user (contains link to login screen with
temporary password). Upon successful
login, the user is forced to enter in a
new password. The system records
the updated password. TBD: Actual
functionality may differ slightly, depending
upon SunGard’s handling of passwords
and/or best practices. (NOTE: This
button displayed within Edit view only, not
when creating a new user.)

User Sandbox

If a personal sandbox was created for the
user (at the time the user account was
created), non-editable text will display
“User Sandbox Exists”. If no sandbox
was created for the user, no text will
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7.4 Delete User
Delete User, Error Message

If a user is currently the Owner of
any Workplace(s), the user account
cannot be deleted. An error message
will display, “This user is currently a
Workplace Owner. Reassign a new
Owner or delete the Workplace(s) prior to
profile deletion: [listing of all Workplace(s)
for which this user is Owner]”.

Button: Close

If a manual approach is required, an
error message would display, “This
user is currently assigned to one or
more Workplace(s). Unassign the user
from the Workplace(s) prior to profile
deletion: [listing of all user-assigned
Workplace(s)]”.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.

Upon click, returns the user to the
previous page. The “x” in the top, right of
the popup performs in the same way.
Once a new Owner is assigned to the
Workplace(s) or the Workplace(s) is
deleted [for any Workplace(s) listing
in the error message], then the user
account may be deleted from the system.
Upon successful deletion, the user will
be returned to the previous page, and
a confirmation message will display
(within the top portion of the page), “User
account successfully deleted.”

Question for SunGard

If SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) attempt
to delete a user who is assigned to
any Workplace(s) (not as Owner, but
as assigned user), should the user
first be unassigned manually (by the
Workplace Owner, prior to user deletion)
or automatically (by the system, at time
of deletion)?
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8.0 Template / ISO Library
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8.1 Templates/ISOs (SunGard)
Overview

All roles have the ability to access the
Template Library via the “Templates/
ISOs” navigation link. Templates and
ISOs are presented separately.
SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) can
view all templates and all ISOs. USER
role can see only those templates that
have been assigned for use within his
assigned Workplace(s). The SYS ADMIN
(and higher roles) assigns templates
and ISOs [permitted for use within a
Workplace] during Workplace creation (or
Workplace Edit).
Each template and ISO type is separated
into its own tab. By default, each tab’s
items are listed in alphabetical order (by
Name).

SunGard Templates

SunGard-provided system templates,
available for account-wide, shared use.
SunGard Templates can be downloaded
(saved locally; all user roles permitted
to do so); there is no option to create/
upload, edit, or delete.

SunGard ISO Templates

SunGard ISOs are not provided (no
SunGard tab).

Shared “Golden” Templates

Account templates, approved by a SYS
ADMIN (or higher role), available for
account-wide, shared use. SYS ADMIN
(and higher roles) may create, edit,
download, and delete Shared Templates;

USER role may only download.

Shared “Golden” ISOs

Account ISOs, approved by a SYS
ADMIN (or higher role), available for
account-wide, shared use. SYS ADMIN
(and higher roles) may create, edit,
download and delete Shared ISOs;
USER role may only download.

Personal Templates

Templates created and/or uploaded
by users, available for personal use
only (by its creator and by SYS ADMIN
(and higher roles)). SYS ADMIN (and
higher roles) can create, edit, promote,
download, and delete Personal
Templates; promote is accomplished
through the template’s Edit feature (i.e.
promote a Personal template to “Golden”
status, approved for account-wide,
shared use). USER role can create, edit,
download, and delete their own Personal
Templates; USER cannot promote.

Personal ISOs

ISOs created and/or uploaded by users,
available for personal use only (by its
creator and by SYS ADMIN (and higher
roles)). SYS ADMIN (and higher roles)
can create, edit, promote, download,
and delete Personal ISOs; promote is
accomplished through the ISO’s Edit
feature (i.e. promote a Personal ISO to
“Golden” status, approved for accountwide, shared use). USER role can
create, edit, download, and delete their
own Personal ISOs; USER cannot
promote.
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8.1 Templates/ISOs (SunGard) Cont.
Within the active tab (available for all
tabs, for Template and ISO libraries), all
users have the ability to perform search,
filter (by cost) and sort (by Name or OS).
Results are displayed in alphabetical
order (a-z).

Search (free-form, text input)

Search is performed on the template
Name and Description text fields. TBD:
Max number of characters.

Filter (dropdown picklist)

download. A popup will ask the user
where they wish to save the file locally.
TBD: Downloaded SunGard Templates
must have their licensing information
stripped out. If SunGard is unable to
remove licensing from the template, the
ability to download SunGard templates
must be removed from this tab view
(SunGard library).
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.

Predefined picklist of display filter
options:  All, Free, Licensed.  The filter
operation is performed on the last column
within the table (cost; no column label is
displayed).

Sort by Name or OS

Click on the down-arrow to the left of the
column label to sort.

SunGard Template and ISO
Management:
Template Rollover

Upon mouse rollover, each template
(row) will highlight in a different color, and
the following action link icon will appear
(at far right):

Download

All users are permitted to download
(extract) SunGard templates (one at a
time). Mouse over the desired template
and click the Download icon to initiate
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8.1 Templates/ISOs (Shared)

(Refer to Template/ISO Library
(SunGard) for all template / ISO
descriptions and explanation of Search,
Filter and Sort features.)

Shared “Golden” Templates

Account templates, approved by a SYS
ADMIN (or higher role), available for
account-wide, shared use. SYS ADMIN
(and higher roles) may create, edit,
download, and delete Shared Templates;
USER role may only download.

Shared “Golden” ISOs

Account ISOs, approved by a SYS
ADMIN (or higher role), available for
account-wide, shared use. SYS ADMIN
(and higher roles) may create, edit,
download and delete Shared ISOs;
USER role may only download.

Shared Template and ISO
Management:
Template Rollover

Upon mouse rollover, each template
(row) will highlight in a different color, and
the following action link icons will appear
(at far right): Edit, Download, Delete.

Role-based permissions for Create,
Edit, Download, Delete actions:
SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) may
create, edit, download, and delete any
Shared Template or ISO; USER may only
download Shared Templates and ISOs.

Edit

Mouse over the desired template or ISO
and click the Edit icon to bring up the
popup; checkbox selection is ignored
(not required). Edit links will not display to
USER role. (See Templates/ISOs (Edit)
page for field definitions.)

Download

Mouse over the desired template or ISO
and click the Download icon to initiate
download. A popup will ask the user
where they wish to save the file locally.

Button, icon: Delete (one or multiple)

The Delete operation is performed in
one of two ways: To delete a single
template or ISO, user will either (1)
mouse over the desired template/ISO
and click the Delete icon (at right), or
(2) Tick the checkbox (one or multiple)
and click the Delete Selected button (at
top). For option 1, checkbox selection is
ignored. Upon successfully deletion, a
confirmation message will display to the
user within the top portion of the portal.
(See Template/ISO (Delete) page for
confirmation message display.)
Delete button, icon, and checkboxes
(column) will not display to USER role.

Button: Create

SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) is
permitted to create a Shared Template
and ISO. “Create Template” and “Create
ISO” buttons will not display to USER
role. (See Template (Create) or ISO
(Create) pages for fields definitions.)
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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8.1 Templates/ISOs (Personal)
(Refer to Template/ISO Library
(SunGard) for all template / ISO
descriptions and explanation of Search,
Filter and Sort features.)

Personal Templates

Templates created and/or uploaded
by users, available for personal use
only (by its creator and by SYS ADMIN
(and higher roles)). SYS ADMIN (and
higher roles) can create, edit, promote,
download, and delete Personal
Templates; promote is accomplished
through the template’s Edit feature (i.e.
promote a Personal template to “Golden”
status, approved for account-wide,
shared use). USER role can create, edit,
download, and delete their own Personal
Templates; USER cannot promote.

Personal ISOs

ISOs created and/or uploaded by users,
available for personal use only (by its
creator and by SYS ADMIN (and higher
roles)). SYS ADMIN (and higher roles)
can create, edit, promote, download,
and delete Personal ISOs; promote is
accomplished through the ISO’s Edit
feature (i.e. promote a Personal ISO to
“Golden” status, approved for accountwide, shared use). USER role can
create, edit, download, and delete their
own Personal ISOs; USER cannot
promote.
For the SYS ADMIN’s convenience
(and higher roles), the template and
ISO owner (username of the user who
created/uploaded the template) is

displayed.

Personal Template and ISO
Management:
Template Rollover

Upon mouse rollover, each template
(row) will highlight in a different color, and
the following action link icons will appear
(at far right): Promote, Edit, Download,
Delete.

Role-based permissions for Create,
Promote, Edit, Download, and Delete
actions:
DIRECTOR role may create, promote,
edit, download, and delete all Personal
Templates and ISOs; SUPER / SYS
ADMIN roles may create, promote,
edit, download, and delete their own or
any of the users’ Personal Templates
and ISOs within the ADMIN’s assigned
Workplace(s). USER may create, edit,
download, and delete only his own
Personal Templates and ISOs. Promote
feature will be hidden from USER role.

Promote [to Shared]

Mouse over the desired template or ISO
and click the Promote to Shared link (star
icon, at right). (See Templates/ISOs
Create or Edit pages for field definitions.)

Edit

Mouse over the desired template or ISO
and click the Edit icon to bring up the
popup; checkbox selection is ignored (not
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8.1 Templates/ISOs (Personal) Cont.
required).  (See Templates/ISOs (Edit)
page for field definitions.)

Download

Mouse over the desired template or ISO
and click the Download icon to initiate
download. A popup will ask the user
where they wish to save the file locally.

Button, icon: Delete (one or multiple)

The Delete operation is performed in
one of two ways: To delete a single
template or ISO, user will either (1)
mouse over the desired template/ISO
and click the Delete icon (at right), or
(2) Tick the checkbox (one or multiple)
and click the Delete Selected button (at
top). For option 1, checkbox selection
is ignored. Upon successful deletion, a
confirmation message will display to the
user within the top portion of the portal.
(See Delete Template/ISO (Delete) page
for confirmation message display.)
Delete button, icon, and checkboxes
(column) will not display to USER role.

Button: Create

All users are may create a template or
ISO. Upon successful creation, the new
template/ISO will display within the user’s
Personal Templates (or Personal ISOs)
tab view. (See Template (Create) or ISO
(Create) pages for fields definitions.)
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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8.2 Create Template
Create Template

When the user clicks on the “Create
Template” button within either the Shared
tab (applies to SYS ADMIN and higher
roles) or Personal tab (applies to all user
roles), this popup appears.

Template Source

Picklist of source options: Existing VM
Volume, Existing Snapshot, Upload
Template
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8.2 Create Template (from VM Volume)
Overview

All user roles may create a Template. By
default, all new Templates will upload
into the user’s Personal Template library.  
SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) is given
the option to upload into their Personal
library or directly into the Shared
Template library (i.e. “promote”).

Create Template

When the user clicks on the “Create
Template” button within either the Shared
tab (applies to SYS ADMIN and higher
roles) or Personal tab (applies to all user
roles), this popup appears.

Fields include:
Template Source

Picklist of source options: Existing VM
Volume, Existing Snapshot, Upload
Template

Option 1: Existing VM Volume

User may create a template from an
existing VM’s Volume.  The user selects
a single VM (radio button) from a list.
DIRECTOR sees all VM Volumes.
SUPER / SYS ADMINs see VMs
within their assigned Workplace(s), or
Workplace(s) for which they are Owner.
USER sees VMs within their assigned
Workplace(s) only. VM status (i.e.
running / off / down) does not matter.
After Template Source selection, the user
enters the following fields:

Name (required): user-defined text
field; TBD: field length.

Description (required):  user-defined
text field; TBD: field length.

OS (required): picklist: Windows, Linux,
etc. (TBD: All picklist values must be
identified.)

System Type (required): Two radio

buttons: 32-bit, 64-bit.

Fields visible to SYS ADMIN (and higher
roles):

Password Enabled (optional):

Checkbox (value: Yes); default:
unchecked. If selected, the Password
text box will become active and set to
required (TBD: max character length and
allowable characters for password). This
field is hidden from the USER role.

Publish to Shared (optional):

Checkbox (value: Yes); default:
unchecked. If selected, the template will
import into the Shared Template library.
This field is hidden from the USER role.
If the SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) is
within the Shared tab when clicking on
the “Create Template” or “Create ISO”
button, this field will not display (then,
by default, the file is created within the
Shared library, available for accountwide, shared use as a “Golden” template
(or ISO).)
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8.2 Create Template (from VM Volume) Cont.
Cost (TBD) - Questions for SunGard

Will any licensing cost be associated
with either a Shared or Personal
template (if created from an exported
SunGard paid template offering)? Are
SunGard templates/ISOs the only type of
templates that may have an associated
license cost? Should this field be
included within the user upload action
(entered/editable by the user)?

Owner: By default, the Owner is the

username of the person who created/
uploaded the template. The Owner
username only displays within the
Personal Template list (column heading).

Button: Create Template

Initiates template creation. Cancel button
will return the user to previous page.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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8.2 Create Template (from Snapshot)
Create Template

When the user clicks on the “Create
Template” button within either the Shared
tab (applies to SYS ADMIN and higher
roles) or Personal tab (applies to all user
roles), this popup appears.

Fields include:
Template Source

Picklist of source options: Existing VM
Volume, Existing Snapshot, Upload
Template

Option 2: Existing Snapshot

User may create a Template from an
existing Snapshot. The user selects
a Snapshot (radio button) from a
list. DIRECTOR sees all Snapshots.
SUPER / SYS ADMINs see Snapshots
within their assigned Workplace(s), or
Workplace(s) for which they are Owner.
USER sees Snapshots within their
assigned Workplace(s) only. The VM
from which the Snapshot was taken
“Parent VM” is displayed.
(Refer to Templates (Create from VM
Volume) for additional field definitions.)
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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8.2 Create Template (from Upload)
Create Template

When the user clicks on the “Create
Template” button within either the Shared
tab (applies to SYS ADMIN and higher
roles) or Personal tab (applies to all user
roles), this popup appears.

Fields include:
Template Source

Picklist of source options: Existing VM
Volume, Existing Snapshot, Upload
Template

Option 3: Upload Template File

The user may browse to their template
file (VHD file format), external of the
portal.
(Refer to Templates (Create from VM
Volume) for additional field definitions.)
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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8.3 Create ISO (from Upload)
Create ISO

When the user clicks on the “Create
ISO” button within either the Shared tab
(applies to SYS ADMIN and higher roles)
or Personal tab (applies to all user roles),
this popup appears.

Fields include:
Upload ISO File

The user may browse to their ISO file
(VHD file format), external of the portal.
(Refer to Templates (Create from VM
Volume) for additional field definitions;
fields are the same: Name, Description,
OS, System Type, with SYS ADMIN (and
higher role) options of Password Enabled
and Publish to Shared.)
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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8.4 Edit Template/ISO
Overview

Edit views are the same for Templates
and ISOs, with the exception of the
title change (Template Details vs. ISO
Details)
SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) is
permitted to edit existing Shared and
Personal Templates (their own or
those belonging to users assigned to
Workplaces that the SYS ADMIN is
Owner).
When the user clicks on the “Edit” icon
(within the Shared or Personal library
page), the popup appears. All fields will
default to the template’s existing settings.  
All fields are editable.
Fields include:

Created on (display only): Creation
date (timestamp).

Name (required, editable): user-

Fields visible to SYS ADMIN (and
higher roles):
Password Enabled (optional):

Checkbox (Yes); default: unchecked.
If selected, the Password text box will
become active and would be required
(TBD: max character length and
allowable characters for password). This
field is hidden from the USER role.

Publish to Shared (optional):

Checkbox (value: Yes); default:
unchecked. This field is only available
to SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) with
clicking the “Edit” icon from within the
Personal library (Template or ISO).

Button: Apply

Initiates template update. Cancel button
will return the user to previous page.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.

defined text field; TBD: field length.

Description (required, editable): user-

defined text field; TBD: field length.

OS (required, editable): picklist:

Windows, Linux, etc. (TBD: All picklist
values must be identified)

System Type (required, editable): Two

radio buttons: 32-bit, 64-bit.
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8.5 Promote Templates/ISO
Promote to Shared

SYS ADMIN (and higher roles) may
promote an existing Personal Template
or ISO (their own or one belonging to a
user assigned to a Workplace that the
SYS ADMIN is Owner) into a Shared
Template or ISO.  All fields are the same
as within the ‘Template Details’ (Edit
view) popup; the view is also the same
for the ‘ISO Details’ (Edit view) popup,
which isn’t included in this document.
When the user clicks on the “Promote
to Shared” link/icon (within Personal
library tab), the popup appears.  All fields
will default to the template’s (or ISO’s)
existing settings. All fields are editable.

Fields include:
Created on (display only): Creation
date (timestamp).

Name (required):  user-defined text

field; TBD: field length.

Description (required): user-defined

text field; TBD: field length.

OS (required): picklist: Windows, Linux,
etc. (TBD: All picklist values must be
identified)

Password Enabled (optional):

Checkbox (Yes); default: unchecked.
If selected, the Password text box will
become active and would be required
(TBD: max character length and
allowable characters for password). This
field is hidden from the USER role.

Publish to Shared (optional):

Checkbox (Yes); default: unchecked. If
selected, the template will import into
the Shared Template or ISO library. This
field is not available (hidden) from the
USER role.

Owner: By default, the Owner is the

username of the person who uploaded
the template or ISO. The Owner
username only displays within the
Personal tab list (column heading).

Button: Publish

Initiates template or ISO move (publish
to Shared library). Cancel button will
return the user to previous page. Upon
successful publish (move), the template
or ISO will reside within the Shared
library, no longer within the Personal
library.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.

System Type (required): Two radio
buttons: 32-bit, 64-bit.

Fields visible to SYS ADMIN (and
higher roles):
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8.6 Delete Template/ISO
Delete Template (Popup confirmation)

If the user opts to delete an existing
template or ISO, a confirmation popup
will display. Any/all templates or ISOs
selected for deletion will be listed (by
Name) within the popup.

Button: Delete

Initiates template deletion. Cancel button
returns user to previous page.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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9.0 Volumes / Snapshots
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9.1 Volumes/Snapshots
Overview

All VM v and their respective Snapshots
are stored within the Volume/Snapshots
Library (rollup by Volume, with Snapshot
count). A Volume is available for
account-wide use, if it is not currently
attached to an existing VM. Volumes
and Snapshots are displayed by Name,
Type (Root or Disk, auto-populated by
the system), Size (auto-populated by
the system), Creation date (timestamp),
Workplace (if attached to VM, otherwise
blank), and associated cost*.
TBD: *Cost is calculated (Sizedependent) and auto-populated by the
system. Must determine from which
system and field this dollar value is pulled
(BSS).

Volume and Snapshot Rollover

Upon mouse rollover, each (row) will
highlight in a different color, and the
following action icons will appear (at
far right): For Volumes (Snapshot, Edit
(Snapshot Policy), Delete); for Snapshots
(Delete).
TBD: Confirm with SunGard: The
CloudStack API documentation doesn’t
appear to offer the ability to update (edit)
Volumes or Snapshots. Volume ‘Edit’
functionality offers the user the ability
to set a Snapshot policy (schedule and
retention); no other fields are editable.

Role-based permissions for Create,
Edit (Snapshot Policy), Snapshot,
Delete actions:

DIRECTOR sees all Volumes and
Snapshots within the account. SUPER /
SYS ADMINs see all available (new and
detached) Volumes and Volumes and
Snapshots associated with their assigned
Workplace(s), and/or Workplace(s) for
whom they are the Owner. USER role
sees all available (new and detached)
Volumes and Volumes and Snapshots
associated with their assigned
Workplace(s). All user roles may perform
any of the above actions, based on
their view (role-specific and Workplace
assignment).
Note: Volume assignment is performed
within the Workplace section (See VM
Details, “Edit” functionality).

Button: Create Volume

All user roles are permitted to create a
new Volume. Upon successful creation,
the new Volume will appear within the
library (list).
Notes: The tabular view displays
Snapshot count (for each Volume), which
the system auto-populates (i.e. noneditable field).  For a new Volume (i.e.
no Snapshots), the numerical count field
will display zero ‘0’.  Volume Description
does not display within the table view, in
efforts to save space; this field appears
within the exportable report (via PDF and
Excel icons).
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9.1 Volumes/Snapshots Cont.
Create Snapshot

Initiates snapshot creation for this
Volume. Icon is displayed for only
attached Volumes, as the user cannot
create a snapshot for a detached
Volume. Popup prompts user for
Snapshot Name (user-defined, noneditable text field). TBD: Max character
length.

Button, icon: Delete (one or multiple)

The delete operation is performed in
one of two ways: To delete a single
Volume or Snapshot, the user will either
(1) mouse over the desired item and
click the Delete icon (at right), or (2) Tick
the item’s checkbox (one or multiple)
and click the Delete Selected button (at
top). For option 1, checkbox selection is
ignored.

Deletion Rules

One or more Volumes and/or Snapshots
can be deleted at a single time. The
deletion of a Volume does not delete
its associated Snapshots (i.e. the
Snapshots that have been created from
it); if a Volume is deleted, its associated
Snapshots will remain intact and visible
within the library table. Snapshots who’s
associated Volume has been deleted
will display in bolded text (for visual
separation/identification).    

delete an assigned Volume. Ensure that
the Volume is disconnected from the VM
prior to deletion.” The user must edit
the VM (via the Workplace Detail page)
and remove the Volume, prior to Volume
deletion, then return to the Library to
delete the Volume.
Once a Volume is successfully deleted, a
confirmation message will display to the
user within the top portion of the portal.

Ability to Export

All users have the ability to export
the Volumes/Snapshots data report.
DIRECTOR will see full account rollup
levels: By Region / Product / Workplace
/ VDC / VM / Volume / Snapshot. All
user roles can see any unattached
Volume (i.e. assigned Workplace field
is blank). SUPER / SYS ADMINs also
see Volumes and Snapshots that are
assigned to their Workplaces (Owner and
user-assignment); USER sees Volumes
and Snapshots that are assigned to their
Workplaces (user-assignment).

If a Volume is assigned to an existing
VM, the Volume must be unassigned
prior to its deletion. If the user attempts
to delete a VM-assigned Volume, an
error message will display, “Cannot
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9.2 Create Volume
All roles have the ability to add a Volume.
A new Volume can be created within
the Volumes/Snapshots library (here)
or from within the VM Details (“Edit”)
functionality. (A VM must be stopped in
order to assign a new/existing Volume;
Volume assignment is performed within
the VM Details (“Edit”) functionality.)

Field definitions:
Source (required): picklist of source

options: New, Use existing Volume, Use
existing Snapshot, Upload local file.
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9.2 Create Volume (Option 1)
Option 1: New

Create a new (empty) Volume.

use edits the Size selection, Cost field
will update accordingly.

After Volume Source selection, the user
enters the following fields:

TBD: The Cost value will mostly likely be
stored within the BSS piece.

Name (required, non-editable): user-

defined text field (TBD: field length).

Description (optional, non-editable):

user-defined text field (TBD: field length).

Size* (required, non-editable): picklist
of SunGard-predefined Volume sizes
available.

*Questions for SunGard:

Will this field be a predefined picklist of
available (default) sizes or may the user
define their own size via an open-text
field?
CloudStack does not provide the ability
to resize root or data disks, however
CloudStack cites a workaround tool
called “VHD Resizer”, which allows the
system to increase disk size. SunGard
will determine whether this functionality
will be offered or not.

Cost (display only, non-editable): Cost
is dependent upon which Size and Type
the user opts to add; the user defines
the Size; the system identifies/defines
the Type (Root or Data disk). Cost is
calculated on the backend and displayed
once the user selects the desired Size
and the system determines Type. As the

Snapshot Schedule Policy (editable):
picklist: Hourly, Daily, Weekly, Monthly.
Default is ‘Daily’ recurrence options.

Functionality:
Hourly: If selected, all Day checkboxes

set to selected (checked); the user may
unselect Days as desired, and define
Hour, Minute and AM/PM. The user
may select one or all Days (allowing for
complete flexibility).

Daily: If selected, all Day checkboxes

set to selected (checked); the user may
unselect Days as desired, and define
Hour, Minute and AM/PM. The user
may select one or all Days (allowing for
complete flexibility).

Weekly and Monthly: If selected,

current Day is selected (checked) only;
the user may unselect/select a different
Day as desired, and define Hour, Minute
and AM/PM. The user may select one or
all Days (allowing for complete flexibility).

Hour (editable): picklist: values 1-12.
Default is ‘12’.
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9.2 Create Volume (Option 1) Cont.
Minute (editable): picklist: values 00-59.

Default is ‘00’.

AM/PM (editable): picklist: AM, PM.
Default is ‘AM’.

Day (editable): Checkbox options for

day(s) (Sunday-Saturday). Defaults are
dependent on Snapshot Schedule Policy
selection. Initially, the default is all Days
selected (checked), to match the default
for ‘Daily’.

Snapshot Retention* (editable, default
is 5): The user may specify the maximum

number of scheduled snapshots to be
retained.

Button: Cancel

Cancels current operation and returns
user to previous page.

Button: Create Volume

Creates a new Volume (available
for account-wide use, until assigned
to a specific VM).  VM assignment
is performed from within the user’s
assigned Workplace page (VM Details
“Edit”).
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are entered
in correct format.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.
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9.2 Create Volume (Option 2)
Option 2: Use existing Volume

The user selects from a list of all
available Volumes (i.e. new or detached
Volumes). Volumes currently attached
to VMs will not display within the list. By
definition, all available Volumes will have
no assigned Workplace(s).
Refer to Option 1 for full field
explanations.
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9.2 Create Volume (Option 3)
Option 3: Use existing Snapshot

The user selects from a list of available
Snapshots. The list is role-specific:
DIRECTOR sees all Snapshots within
the account; SUPER / SYS ADMINs see
Snapshots associated with his assigned
Workplace(s) (i.e. Owner or assigned
User); USER sees Snapshots associated
with his assigned Workplace(s).
Refer to Option 1 for full field
explanations.
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9.2 Create Volume (Option 4)
Option 4: Upload local file

The user may upload a local file (TBD:
Confirm file format: .vhd)
Refer to Option 1 for full field
explanations.
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9.3 Edit Volume
All roles have the ability to create/edit
a Volume’s snapshot policy settings.  
Policy settings are found within the “Edit”
view.

specify a time (hour:minute:pm/am).
This field remained disabled if no picklist
selection is made.

Fields defined at the time of Volume
creation include:

user may specify the maximum number
of scheduled snapshots to be retained.

Source (display only, non-editable):

*Confirm with SunGard: CloudStack

defined upon Volume creation.

Name (display only, non-editable):

defined upon Volume creation.

Description (display only, noneditable):  defined upon Volume
creation.

Size (display only, non-editable*):
defined upon Volume creation.

*CloudStack does not provide the ability
to resize root or data disks, however
CloudStack cites a workaround tool
called “VHD Resizer”, which allows the
system to increase disk size. SunGard
will determine whether this functionality
will be offered or not.

Cost (display only, non-editable):
auto-populated by the system.

Snapshot Schedule Policy (editable):

picklist: hourly, daily, weekly, monthly.

Snapshot Retention* (editable): The

notes that this value pertains only
to recurring (automated) scheduled
snapshots (not manual snapshots). By
definition, the total number of Snapshots
for a single Volume may exceed the
value set for Snapshot Retention (if the
user elects to create manual Snapshots
in addition to automatic/scheduled
Snapshots).

Button: Cancel

Cancels current operation and returns
user to previous page.

Button: Apply

Save the Volume’s snapshot policy
settings to the system. Upon successful
update, the user will be returned to the
previous page.
Field validation will be performed to
ensure that all required fields are entered
in correct format.
NOTE: DIRECTOR’s left navigation is
displayed in this view.

Time (editable): if the user selects a

picklist item for “Recurring Snapshot
Policy”, then the user is allowed to
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9.4 Create Snapshot
When the user clicks the “Snapshot” icon
(specific to a Volume) this popup will
display.

Field definitions:
Name (optional, non-editable): user-

defined text field (TDB: max field length).
If no name is provided, the system will
auto-generate a name, based off of the
Volume Name and time stamp.

Button: Create Snapshot

Initiates snapshot creation. A Snapshot
can only be created for a Volume
currently attached to a VM.
Upon successful creation, the snapshot
will display within the table, nested
beneath its associated Volume. The
Snapshot’s Name (defined by the user
or auto-generated by the system), Type
(auto-populated by the system), Size
(auto-populate by the system), Creation
date (system timestamp), associated
Workplace and associated cost (autopopulated by the system) will display
within the table.
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9.5 Delete Volume/Snapshot
Delete, Confirmation Message:

One or more Volumes and/or Snapshots
can be deleted at a single time. The
deletion of a Volume does not delete its
associated Snapshots (i.e. the Snapshots
that have been created from it). If a
Volume is deleted, its child Snapshots
will remain intact and visible within the
library table; the deleted parent Volume
will also remain visible within the table
with its attributes cleared out (the Volume
would be treated as a container). A
Volume displaying no attributes signifies
that the Volume is not active.
A confirmation message will display to
the user, listing all selected items for
deletion. This includes a parent Volume
that has child Snapshots.
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9.5 Delete Volume/Snapshot (Error)
Error Message

If a Volume is assigned to an existing
VM, the Volume must be unassigned
prior to its deletion. If the user attempts
to delete a VM-assigned Volume, an
error message will display, “Cannot
delete an assigned Volume. Ensure that
the Volume is disconnected from the VM
prior to deletion.” The user must edit
the VM (via the Workplace Detail page)
and remove the Volume, prior to Volume
deletion, then return to the Library to
delete the Volume.
Once a Volume is successfully deleted, a
confirmation message will display to the
user within the top portion of the portal.
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10.0 Resources
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10.1 Resources
Overview

Resources page is available to the
DIRECTOR, SUPER ADMIN and SYS
ADMIN user roles; BILLING ADMIN and
USER roles do not have the ability to
access this page.
By definition, the DIRECTOR and
SUPER ADMIN roles will see all
Workplaces within the account. SYS
ADMIN role will see only those
Workplaces for which he is Owner and/or
an assigned USER.
For each section defined below, ability
to export/download the data via the PDF
and Excel provided (file icons, at top
right). File columns reflect the data within
the table view, and any filter selections
set by the user.

Question for SunGard

Within the ‘Additional Resources’
section, we list all additional items that
incur monthly cost (licenses, etc.) Will
we have the ability to present this
information in a filtered view (i.e. specific
to the SYS ADMIN’s Owned and/or
assigned Workplaces) or is this data
only available at the account-level? If
it is only available at the account-level,
should the SYS ADMIN be permitted to
view this section?

Resource Usage & Spend

Actual usage and spend is reported at
the Workplace, VDC, and VM levels.
Aggregate totals are displayed at the
bottom of the data table. Usage and

spend are reported for the current month
(by default).
The user has the ability to view historical
monthly usage and spend by selecting
a specific month from the dropdown
(dropdown choices are by Month name
and year, e.g. “June 2013”). Historical
monthly data is available back to the
beginning of the current contract term
(for committed customer) or 12 months (if
non-committed customer).
Monthly usage is presented in a tabular
format, and includes: Primary Storage
(data disk storage, VM volume),
Secondary Storage (snapshots,
templates/ISOs), RAM, vCPU (count),
IPs (count, reported at the VDC level),
Network (bandwidth “BW”, reported at
the Workplace level). Note: Bandwidth is
reported at the Workplace level, as there
is currently no ability to report at the VM
level.
The user has the ability to filter by:
Region and Product [Family] (both
SunGard predefined picklists, defined
upon account creation) and Tags (one or
multiple).

Tag selection functionality

The user may select a single tag from
the ‘Tag’ dropdown at a time.  For the
DIRECTOR and SUPER ADMIN roles,
all tags defined within the account (see
Tag Management) are available for use;
for the SYS ADMIN role, only those tags
that have been assigned to his Owned
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10.1 Resources Cont.
or assigned Workplaces are available
in the dropdown (since this role can
only see his own Workplaces anyway).
As the user selects a tag, it will display
(as illustrated in this module). The
user clicks the “x” in the tag’s button to
remove it from the filtered display.

Additional Resources

Listing of other products that incur
monthly spend (throughout current
month), such as licenses, [TBD: grouped
by category or type]. Historical monthly
data is available back to the beginning of
the current contract term (for committed
customer) or 12 months (if noncommitted customer).
The user has the ability to filter by:
Region and Product [Family] (both
SunGard predefined picklists, defined
upon account creation) and Tags (one
or multiple, refer to ‘Tag selection
functionality’ above).  
The user has the ability to export/
download the data via the PDF and Excel
file icons (top, right of module). Columns
within the files will reflect the data within
the table view, and any filter selections
set by the user.

Actual vs. Projected Spend

For convenience*, an alternate view of
the above “Resource Usage & Spend”
table is presented, that displays Actual
vs. Projected Spend.

*UX Design Decision:  Due to space
limitation, number of total columns, and
volume of data within the “Resource
Usage & Spend” table, we recommend
presenting the data into two “views”
(Resource Usage & Spend, and Actual
vs. Projected Spend). Ideally, a report
would be created that would contain all
columns within a single, exportable PDF
and / or Excel file format.  But, breaking
the data into two views allows the user
to see a more granular slice, depending
upon their need.
The user has the ability to filter by:
Region and Product [Family] (both
SunGard predefined picklists, defined
upon account creation) and Tags (one
or multiple, refer to ‘Tag selection
functionality’ above).  

Clock Four Recommendation

Since each customer’s account Region
(Zone) and Product Families will be
known at the time of account creation,
we suggest providing two pre-defined
dropdown fields for use within the
account. Ideally, these two fields may be
updated by SunGard each time products
or regions are added (or removed)
from the customer’s account. Providing
these default fields would be especially
beneficial for the DIRECTOR role, for
filtering data (as on this page).  Then,
any additional ability to filter would be
accomplished through customer-defined
tags. Is this proposed functionality
reasonable and/or possible from an
implementation standpoint?
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11.0 Billing
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11.1 Billing
Overview

Billing functionality is available to the
DIRECTOR and BILLING ADMIN.
SUPER ADMIN, SYS ADMIN and USER
roles do not have access to this page.

Account Details

Listing of key account-related details:
Customer Name (Company), Account
Owner (Full name), Contract Type (e.g.
Public Cloud). Committed customers will
see Contract Term (start date, end date,
term length (number of months and / or
years)), and their Account Representative
(name, with ability to contact the
representative or sales). (Contract
Term and Account Rep information
is unavailable to non-committed
customers.)

Button: Contact Rep

Ideally, the account owner (committed
customers only) would be provided the
ability to contact their Account/Sales
Representative directly (TBD: via popup
web form or email).

Current Invoice

Current billing period’s invoice, presented
in full. User has ability to view / download
by clicking the PDF icon (PDF file
format, read-only; Excel file format is not
available, as it’s editable).
Above the invoice data, current account
status is displayed: Invoice number,
Month and year, Last Payment Date
and Amount, Past Due amount, Next
Payment Date and Amount. The invoice

detail will be displayed in a scrollable
view.
NOTE: Invoice format is a placeholder
only. The detailed invoice information
from BRM will be much more granular
than this example. It will include the
name of the object and what Workplace
it was associated with, for every billing
object. Thus, there will be less need
for the invoice to correlate with the
Resources page.

Invoice History

Past invoices are available for view /
download (PDF file format). Invoice
number and billing period are reflected
in the link name. Past invoices are
available back to the beginning of the
current contracted term (for committed
customers) or 12 months (for noncommitted customers). Year rollup is
displayed, as applicable/available.

Button: Contact Billing

TBD: Ability to contact SunGard Billing
directly (via popup web form or email).
Details on ability to contact billing (how
and who) are to be determined by
SunGard.
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12.0 Platform Status
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12.1 Platform Status
Overview

The Platform Status (“Status”) page is
available to all user roles.

SunGard Message

At top, SunGard has the ability to display
platform availability status alerts (visible
to all users). Alerts range from immediate
issues affecting the customer’s platform
to notifications of upcoming scheduled
maintenance [that will affect the customer
directly]. Upon resolution, SunGard will
remove the message from the system.
TBD: Ability for SunGard Operations to
post / update / clear customer-specific,
system-related messages within the
portal.  Technical specifications need to
be identified and fully mapped out for
implementation.

Platform Status

Visual representation of current (realtime) customer-specific platform
availability for the Public Cloud product
offering within a single Zone (Region).
Colored indicator: Green = Online;
Yellow = Localized Failure, Red = Offline.  
Below the indicator, text presents a tally
of the total number of platform events
(SLA violations) and total VMs affected
throughout the current, calendar month.

VM Status (24 Hours)

This table presents a 24-hour view of
all VMs that have been affected by a
platform-related issue (i.e. outage and/
or reported Incident ). Information is
presented by VM affected, Timestamp
(of Incident) and Incident ID (link takes

user to an Incident’s detail popup).  (An
Incident will appear multiple times within
the table, presenting each VM affected
separately.) All columns are sortable
(text fields sort alphabetically; numerical
fields by value).  
VM’s real-time (current) status, a visual
indicator, is displayed (Red = Offline;
Green = Online; Gray = Stopped / Not
running).

Incident History

The Incident History table allows the user
to view all incidents that have occurred
within the current month, with the ability
to define a date range to view (start and
end dates).
Depending on the user’s role, they will be
able to view all incidents (Account-level,
for DIRECTOR) or a subset of incidents
(assigned and/or Owned Workplace, for
SUPER ADMIN, SYS ADMIN and USER
roles).
Data presented by Incident, timestamp
and description. Click incident’s link to
bring up popup window that provides
incident detail (same functionality as VM
Status table).
Ability to export the data in PDF and
Excel file formats provided. File columns
include: Incident ID, Timestamp,
Description, Update, VMs affected
(comma-separated list).
TBD: Define frequency at which data will
refresh.
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12.2 Incident Detail
Overview

Available to all user roles, the Incident
Detail displays the Incident ID, and all
related updates. Columns include:
Timestamp (of Update), Update
(description, potentially one or more
paragraphs in length; text display
field will be of variable length and will
accommodate any length), Affected VMs
(listing).

Button: Submit Claim

DIRECTOR role has the ability to Submit
Claim (for a possible SLA violation). This
button will not display for any other user
roles.

Clock Four Recommendation

Ideally, the system would automatically
handle claim submission. Upon clicking
the ‘Submit Claim’ button, a claim review
request would be sent to SunGard
Operations (via email), including the
customer account, Incident number,
and VMs affected and/or any other
relevant information specific to this claim
(gathered automatically by the system).
Then, upon successful claim submission,
a confirmation message would display (at
the top of the page) and/or a notification
message could be sent to all DIRECTOR
users for this account.

Button: Cancel

Closes the popup and returns the user to
previous page.
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13.0 Event Log
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13.1 Event Log
Overview

All user roles may access this page.
Events displayed are filtered by role:
DIRECTOR and SUPER ADMIN
see all events (account-wide); SYS
ADMIN sees only those events for
their Workplaces (Owner); USER sees
only Events specific to his assigned
Workplace(s).

Date Range*
User has the ability to filter start and end
dates; historical data available back to
the beginning of the current contract term
(for committed customer) or 12 months (if
non-committed customer) or Workplace
creation date (if less than 12 months or
after contract start date).

Fields include:

*Confirm with SunGard:

Name (username, email address)

Confirm amount of Event log data
available.

Action (event log detail; TBD: Maximum

character length)

Ability to Download

Status (per the event log, the state of the

The user may export the data via the
PDF and / or Excel icons (top right).
File columns will include: Timestamp,
Username (email address), Action,
Status, etc. (TBD by SunGard).

event: Completed, Created, Scheduled,
Started); Green checkmark icon
represents states: Created, Completed;
Blue ‘x’ icon represents states:
Scheduled, Started.

Timestamp (timestamp of event, TBD:
format)

Workplace Filter
User may filter by Workplace (dropdown).
Dropdown picklist populates with
permitted Workplaces (DIRECTOR and
SUPER ADMIN roles see all, including
default picklist option of ‘All’; SYS ADMIN
sees only Workplaces for which he is
Owner; USER sees only his assigned
Workplaces).
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14.0 Support/FAQ
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14.1 Home
Overview

‘Home’ Page: Tab Views

The forum is monitored and managed by
SunGard Operations, who has the ability
to edit, tag, and delete existing posts
(after they’ve been posted) and submit
new posts tagged as ‘FAQ’. Users do not
have the ability to edit, tag, or delete any
content (posts or comments).

*TBD: Support platform has not yet been
identified; actual functionality may differ
slightly.

For the Public Cloud product, Support
is available in the form of a community
forum (forum posts) only. There is no
ability for Public Cloud, unmanaged
customers, to phone or email support
directly. The goal is to provide a helpful /
valuable resource within the portal for all
users of the Public Cloud. This feature
is available to all user roles, across all
SunGard accounts (language-specific)
and only accessible from behind the
portal login (no ability to access the
support forum when the user is logged
out of the portal session).

All users may post comments to existing
posts. SunGard Operations will monitor
user-created post and comment content
as desired/required.

On the ‘home’ page, two types of
posts exist within the community
forum, presented in three available tab
views: FAQ (posts created by SunGard
Operations via the forum platform’s
backend direct login*, and tagged as
‘FAQ’ for easy filtering), user posts (usercreated posts within the portal; the user
has no ability to tag their post), and All
(all posts). Posts within each tab are
arranged by creation date (newest on
top); creation date does not display in
the tabbed view. The tabbed view is
displayed only on the main, ‘home’ page.

Search

All content is searchable via a freeform text entry search box. The forum is
search-driven, meaning that the ability to
create a new post isn’t presented to the
user until an initial search is performed.

Support/FAQ (header link)

The user clicks on the header Support/
FAQ link (top, right) to access the main
Support/FAQ ‘home’ page within the
portal. The left navigation remains
displayed to the user (role-specific).  
(DIRECTOR’s navigation is displayed
here.)
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14.2 Forum Search
Search Functionality

Once the user conducts a search, the
page will present the user will a split
view:
At left, all returned search results (broadmatch term search). Results returned by
the search may include both SunGard
Operations posts (tagged as “FAQ”)
and user-created posts (no tags),
sorted by creation date (newest on top).
For simplicity, creation dates are not
displayed in this view.
At right, the user is provided the option
to create a new post via the “Submit new
question” button.
If the user enters a new search, the
view will refresh (presenting new search
results).

Support/FAQ (title link)

The main title link ‘Support/FAQ’ takes
the user back to the Support/FAQ ‘home’
page.
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14.2 Forum Search (No Results Found)
Search Functionality

If no results are returned from a search,
a message will display, “Sorry, we were
unable to find any matches for your
question”.  The user will be prompted to
create a new post.

Support/FAQ (title link)

The main title link ‘Support/FAQ’ takes
the user back to the Support/FAQ ‘home’
page.

Search

If the user enters a new search, the user
will be taken to the Forum Search results
page.
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14.3 Create Post
From the search results page, clicking on
the “Submit new question” button brings
up this popup.

Post Title

The user is prompted to type in a
question.  TBD: Max character length of
question field.

Detail Text

User-entered post content, description of
an issue, question detail, user problem,
etc. TBD: Max character length of text
input field for post content. This input
field will provide a scroll feature if the
user’s text surpasses the default view.

Button: Submit Question to Forum

Initiates new post creation. Upon
successful post creation, the user is
taken to their new post’s detail page..

Support/FAQ (title link)

The main title link ‘Support/FAQ’ takes
the user back to the Support/FAQ ‘home’
page.
Clicking on the “X” (top, right in popup)
will close the popup.
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14.3 Create Post (Published)
Upon successful creation of a new post,
the user is taken to the post’s detail
page.
Elements of an existing forum post:

Post Title

FAQ post title or user-defined question.  
TBD: Max character length of post title
field.

Detail Text

User-entered post content, description of
an issue, question detail, user problem,
etc. TBD: Max character length of text
input field for post content. Full content
is displayed (i.e. no scroll feature in this
view).

Post Comment

All users have the ability to post a
comment to an existing forum post, even
the post creator.

Button: Submit new question

All users have the ability to create a new
post (bottom of page).

Support/FAQ (title link)

The main title link ‘Support/FAQ’ takes
the user back to the Support/FAQ ‘home’
page.

Search

If the user enters a new search, the user
will be taken to the Forum Search results
page.
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14.4 Existing Post
When a user clicks on an existing post’s
title link (e.g. FAQ or user-defined
question), the user is taken to the post’s
detail page.
Elements of an existing forum post:

Post Title

FAQ post title or user-defined question.  
TBD: Max character length of post title
field.

Detail Text

top), then by creation date (for comments
holding the same rating count and/or for
comments without any rating).
Any user may rate a comment within any
post. A user may rate only one comment
within a single post at any time; if a user
rates a second comment within a single
post, their previous rating will decrease
by one. TBD: Exact functionality must
be defined and may be dependent upon
selected support platform.

Username, creation date (timestamp),
and post detail are displayed. TBD: Max
character length of text input field for post
content. Full content is displayed (i.e. no
scroll feature in this view).

Post Comment

Comments

All users have the ability to create a new
post (bottom of page).

Comments on the original forum post
(added by either SunGard Operations or
users). Username, comment submission
date (timestamp), comment text, and
rating are displayed. Comments are
presented by rating (highest rated
comments at top), not by creation date.
TBD: Max character length for comment
text and whether or not HTML formatting
will be offered (i.e. ability to underline,
bold, italicize text, etc.; dependent upon
support platform).

All users have the ability to post a
comment to an existing forum post, even
the post creator.

Button: Submit new question

Support/FAQ (title link)

The main title link ‘Support/FAQ’ takes
the user back to the Support/FAQ ‘home’
page.

Search

If the user enters a new search, the user
will be taken to the Forum Search results
page.

Ability to “Rate Up”

Users have the ability to “rate up”
comments by clicking on the plus sign
(top, right within each comment box).
Comment order is dependent upon rating
(highest rated comments presented at
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15.0 Phase II
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15.1 Phase II Items
1. PDF and Excel Export

Ability to export table data in PDF and Excel
file formats has been moved to Phase 2
implementation. For placeholder purposed, these
icons (located at the top, right with applicable data
sections) have been kept in this document’s page
mockups.

2. Platform Status

Per SunGard: Platform Status: Indicator button
should be a roll-up of all sites/regions. If any sub
region is experiencing a major outage the indicator
turns red; if any site or region has an actively
localized outage it goes yellow. Once the user
clicks on details they can learn where the problem
is and if it is affecting them. Many customers
will have VMs in multiple sites (regions). Add
a ‘Region’ column to Platform Status (“Status”)
page’s  VM Status table and Incident History table.

5. Workplace Type

Workplace Type has been removed from Phase 1.

Tentative definitions are as follows:

Personal Workplace: a single-user Workplace

(e.g. user sandbox). Upon Workplace creation,
the system will automatically create a VDC (with
default settings). Then, once a User has been
assigned to the new Workplace (email notification
will confirm Workplace assignment to the User),
they will be able to login and begin provisioning
within their Workplace.

Shared Workplace: contains two or more users
and may be treated as a project.

Standing Environment: contains two or more

users and is treated as a project.

3. Resources

Add Subscriptions to Additional Resources section:
Subscriptions will be reported at the VDC level.
Managed Services will be reported at VDC and / or
VM level(s).

4. Platform Status (Colored Indicator)

Once other product offerings are available (ECS,
PCS), this page may either be presented in tabs
(each tab holds a specific product offering) or
presented as separate pages (each displaying the
same view, but for a specific product offering), or
as a single rollup indicator. Status will be reported
by zone (with multiple zones available).
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